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Introduction
BUS 849: Strategic Management is a one semester, two credit unit
course. The course is available to all M.Sc Business Administration
students in the School of Business and Human Resources Management.
The course has 16 study units, covering general areas such as the general
concept of strategic management, strategic management process,
concepts and techniques used in environmental and industry analysis as
well as identifying trends and changes in environment (which include
economic, social, technological and Porter‟s methods). It covers formal
strategic planning system in a corporate organisation, the determination,
formulation, selection, implementation and evaluation of strategy.
It
also covers topics such as principles of governance, delegation of
authority, culture and tradition of the organisation and strategic
information systems. The Course Guide gives information about this
course, relevant textbooks to consult, and how you can painlessly go
through the course materials. It also provides useful guidelines on the
Tutor-Marked Assignments and books for further reading.

What You Will Learn in this Course
The main aim of BUS 849 - Strategic Management is to introduce you
to the field of Strategic Management. Strategic Management is very
dynamic just as the business environment is dynamic but it is very much
rewarding if properly implemented. However, there could be strategy
failures which could be frustrating and disappointing, but there is always
room for alternative strategy.
Strategy Management deals essentially
with deriving and describing the strategy.
It is applicable to all
organizations, whether big or small, public or private, profit or non
profit and even to religious establishments. So, Strategic Management
covers the entire aspects of any enterprise and goes beyond the day-today operational concerns of the owners and focuses as well on the longterm prospects and development of the organisation. Strategic
Management is therefore, concerned with deciding on strategy and
planning how the strategy formulated will be put into effective use
through strategic analysis, choice, implementation and strategy
evaluation.
Through Strategic Management, answers can be obtained for questions
such as, what business are we in?
Who are the competitors? What are
the changes required? What can we do to achieve our set objectives?
This course also shows how Corporate Strategy gives sense of direction
to the entire organisation or group, and identifies the business an
organisation wants to engage in and shows how the business strategy
deals with a single business called Strategic Business Unit (SBU) and
how it
copes with the
environment.
Functional strategy

is

also

of
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paramount importance in this course since there is an interdependence of
corporate and business strategies.

Management involves
unconsciously.

Based on these facts, Strategic

and affects

everyone, consciously or

Course Aims
This course (BUS 849) aims at giving you a broad-based overview of the
art and science of Strategic Management. It indicates how Strategic
Management involves strategic planning, business policy, environmental
analysis, implementation, evaluation and establishment of feedback
mechanism. These aims will be achieved by the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Introduction to the Concept of Strategic Management.
Discussion of the Industry Environment (SWOT analysis).
Enumeration of the strategic choice and implementation.
Explanation on
the significant role
of
the
rapidly
changing
technology on the formulated strategies.
The need for alternative strategies.

Course Objectives
The following are the overall objectives of this course. However, note
that it is very important to read through the specific objectives of each
unit before embarking on the proper study of the units.
When this
course is adequately covered and well completed, you should be able to
achieve most of the following, if not all.
1.

Describe the nature, scope and meaning of Strategic Management
in any organisation.
2.
Explain a company mission, vision, policy, strategy and
objectively clearly.
3.
Carry
out environmental analysis
and identify
the
company‟s
strengths, and weaknesses.
4.
Demonstrate fundamental approach to strategy formulation.
5.
Enumerate the techniques of business forecasting.
6.
Know what strategic business management planning is.
7.
Be familiar with strategic choice and implementation.
8.
Know the techniques of strategic evaluation.
9.
Have clear ideas of types of strategy.
10. Be
acquainted with the
principles guiding corporate
organisation‟s strategy
11.
Establish
a
good
and
concrete
relationship
between
the
organisation, management and other stakeholders of the
company.
12.
Understand the concept of strategic information system.

ii
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Working through this Course
It is very necessary that you go through the study units very carefully,
consult the suggested textbooks and other relevant and useful literature
materials available to you. Each of the units contains self-assignment,
take sometime to study and do the assignments thoroughly.
The
assignments will certainly be marked or assessed by the tutor at the end
of the study.

Course Materials
The major components of the Course are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Course Guide
Study Guide
Assignment File
Presentation Schedule

Study Units
This course comprises of 16 study units grouped under 3 modules which

are as follows:
Module 1
Unit 1
Unit 2
Unit 3
Unit 4
Unit 5

Introduction to Strategic Management
Corporation and Management
Fundamental Approach to Strategic Management
Environmental Analysis
SWOT Analysis

Module 2
Unit 1
Unit 2
Unit 3
Unit 4
Unit 5

Strategic Choice
Strategic Planning
Strategy Formulation
Types of Strategy
Strategy Implementation and Execution

Module 3
Unit 1
Unit 2
Unit 3
Unit 4
Unit 5
Unit 6

Strategy Evaluation
Strategy Evaluation Using Other Technique
Strategy Implementation and Control
Strategy Implementation and Organisation‟s Culture,
Leadership and Rewards
Implementing
Strategy:
Organisation‟s Response,
Innovation and Politics
Information Technology Management Strategies
iii
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Textbooks and References
There are many textbooks on Strategic Management.
here are just but a few.

The ones listed

It is not compulsory that you should read all of

them.
Any standard book on Strategic Management can as well serve
the same purpose.
You can also browse the internet for useful
information.

Assignment File
The assignment file will be made available to you. Details of the work
to be submitted to the tutor for marking are contained in the assignment
file. The marks or scores obtained from the assignment will form part of
your final score for this course. Further information on the assignment
will be found in the assignment file.
The works indicated in the
assignment file should not be taken with levity as it may affect your
overall performance.

Assessment
Your overall performance in this course will be based on two major
parts or approaches.
The first part is based on the Tutor-Marked
Assignments (TMAs) which is equivalent to Continuous Assessment
(CA). The second part is based on the written examination. These two
parts, put together, are the bases for determining your overall
performance in this course.

Tutor-Marked Assignment
The assignments given to you must be carefully attended and submitted
to the tutor for formal or official assessment in line with laid down
regulations. The total score obtained in the TMAs will account for 50%
of your overall course work.
The information, knowledge and
techniques gathered or learnt in this course will be very useful in
attempting the assignments.
Many TMAs have been provided for this course.
Candidates are
expected to attempt and submit at least eight TMAs to their tutor for
marking. The highest 5 out of the 8 assessments will be counted and
used for overall course mark.

Final Examination and Grading
Every candidate will need to sit for final written examination of three
hours duration at the end of this course. The mark obtained in this
examination will
count for
50% of the overall
course
The

iv
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examination will consist of questions that reflect the self-testing types,
practised exercises and TMAs that have been previously encountered

and treated. Therefore, candidates are advised to be adequately prepared
for the examination. Candidates are also to note that the examination
will assess the broad areas of the course.

Course Marking Scheme
The following table shows the breakdown of the actual course marks.

Assessment

Marks

Eight assignments submitted Best marks of the eight count @ 10%
each = 40% of course marks
Final Examination
60% of overall course marks
TOTAL
100% of course marks

How to Get the Most from this Course
The distance learning system of education is quite different from the
traditional university system.

Here in distance learning system, the

study units replace the university lecturers, which give you a unique
advantage.
For instance, you can read and work through specially
designed study materials at your pace, and at a time and place that is
most suitable and convenient to you.
You should understand from the onset that the contents of this course
are to be worked at, and understood step by step, and not to be read like
a novel or newspaper. One way to go about this is to read a unit quickly
in order to see the general trend of the contents, followed by its careful
reading, ensuring that the content is understood from one step to another
and from one stage to the other. At this stage, you should be prepared to
spend a very long time on some units that seem difficult and hard. You
are advised to hold a piece of paper and a pencil for jottings during
reading.

Facilitators/Tutors and Tutorials
The
detailed information on the number
of tutorial contact
provided in support of this course will soon be given to you. Notices
will also be given on the dates, times and locations of the tutorials along
with the name and the phone numbers of the tutor as soon as you are
assigned to a tutorial group. The tutor will mark, record marks and
comment on your assignments, and then keep a close watch on your
progress and on any difficulties that you may encounter in this course
and provide the needed assistance to you as you undertake this course.

v
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Whenever you need any help feel free to contact your tutor either by
telephone or by e-mail.
The following are some of the situations in which you may need help:
1.
2.
3.
4.
not

When you do not understand any part of the study units.
When you find any part of the self-test or exercise difficult.
When you have
enquires to make, or have
problems with a
assignment or with the grading of an assignment.
When you need additional relevant
information that have
been provide in this course.

Attending tutorial class is very crucial to your success in this course
since this is the major opportunity for you to establish personal contact
with your tutor and to ask questions that may be bothering you. Such
questions are promptly answered and your mind is put at rest. Prior to
your attending the tutorial class, it is advisable you carefully go through

the study units and get your questions prepared in the area you wish to
seek clarification. This approach is necessary as it will afford you the
opportunity of active participation in the tutorial discussions.

Summary
Strategic Management deals with deriving and describing organisational
strategy. It is applicable to all organisations whether small or large,
public or private, profit or non-profit oriented establishments.

In this

light, Strategic Management goes beyond the day-to-day operations of
the company and focuses on the long-term organisation‟s prospect and
development.
It therefore, encompasses the whole enterprise, and
includes creative, leadership, entrepreneurial and innovative dimensions.
Strategic Management, as a sub-set of management, is concerned with
the general direction and long-term policy of the business. Strategy
determination in
an organisation is
the
most
significant
of
decision-making in management. Strategic Management aims at creating
the future as well as reacting to the changing times.

vi
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MODULE 1
Unit 1
Unit 2
Unit 3
Unit 4
Unit 5

Introduction to Strategic Management
Corporation and Management
Fundamental approach to Strategic Management
Environmental analysis
SWOT Analysis

UNIT 1

INTRODUCTION TO STRATEGIC
MANAGEMENT

CONTENTS

1.0
2.0
3.0

4.0
5.0
6.0
7.0

Introduction
Objectives
Main Content
Introduction to Strategic
Definitions of Strategy
Strategic Management
Scope of the Course
Summary
Conclusion
Tutor-Marked Assignment
References/Further Readings

1.0

INTRODUCTION

3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4

The first unit in this course is an introduction to Strategic Management,
which is used as the title for the capstone course in Business
Administration or business policy.
Indeed, strategic management
integrates materials from all business courses. Strategic management
deals with formulation decisions that enable an organisation to achieve
set objectives. Strategic
management focuses
on integrating
management, marketing, finance/accounting, production/operations,
research and development, and computer information systems to achieve
organisational successes.
There are several ways in which strategic management has been defined.

Strategic management is dynamic. However, what is of utmost
importance is to understand the actual meaning the term.

1
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OBJECTIVES

After a careful study of this unit, you should be able to:
define the term, strategic management
enumerate
the concepts of
mission, profile,
strategic
(internal and external) and choice
know clearly the meaning of strategic management process and
its application in business management
know how strategy and strategic management evolved
understand

the

significance

of

strategic

management

analysis

in

an

organization.

3.0

MAIN CONTENT

3.1

Introduction to Strategic Management

Strategic management provides better guidelines to the entire
organisation on the crucial point of “what is it we are trying to do and to
achieve”?
It makes managers more alert to the winds of change, new opportunities
and threatening developments.
It
also provides managers with a
rationale for evaluating
competing
budget requests
for
investment
capital and new staff. It helps to unify the strategy-related decisions by
managers across the organisation and creates a more productive
management posture and counteracting tendencies for decisions to be
creative and defensive.
Thus, among the entire things managers do, few affect a company‟s
performance more fundamentally than how well its management team
charts the company‟s long-term direction.
This is where strategic
management becomes a disposable factor.
The concept of strategy is central to understanding the process of
strategic management. According to Quinn and Rogers, strategy comes
from the Greek word, “strategos” meaning “generalship” and which
described the role of general in the command of the army
From there, the term strategic planning evolved at about the end of
World War II as an alternative course of action. Later, this term came to
mean the art of the general, i.e. the psychological and behavioural skills
with which he performs his role.
By the time of Alexandar, it referred to
the skill or employment of forces to overcome opposition and to create a
unified system of global government. As time went by, it turned out to

2
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mean managerial skills in terms of administration, leadership, oration
and power.
The end of the Cold War brought about the globalisation era, gradually
turning the world into a global village and a single market where the
tenets of strategic planning as in “strategos” or “the commanding army”
could not
withstand the
tidal waves of stiff
competition
managerial skills. This situation paved the way for and/or gave rise to
strategic management.
Thus, the concept of strategy is central to
strategic management.

3.2

of

the

Definitions of Strategy

Since the word “Strategy” is central to strategic management it is quite
in tune and proper to get the meaning of strategy clear before advancing
to strategic management. Certainly strategy is not an exact science and
organisations can apply their individual rules.
The best strategy does
not emerge from cook book approach and there are no formulae for
calculating the strategy.
Strategy is defined in many ways based on the
views and experience of the authors. The definitions include:
Ansoff (1965) defines strategy as a rule for making decisions under
conditions of partial ignorance whereas policy is a contingent decision.
Business
strategy
is the
broad
collection
of
decision,
guidelines that define business scope and growth direction.
Steiner and Miner (1977), define strategy to mean the formulation of
basic organisation missions, purposes and objectives, polices and
programme
strategies to achieve
them, and
the methods
ensure that strategies are implemented to achieve organisation‟s ends.

rules

needed

to

Mintzberg (1979) refers to strategy as the interpretation of the
environment and the development of consistent patterns in streams of
organisational decisions.
On the other hand, Porter (1980) sees strategy
as a broad-based formula for how business is going to compete, what its
goals should be and what policies will be needed to carry out those
goals. The essence of formulating competitive strategy is relating a
company to its environment. Also (1980), Quinns describes strategic
decisions as “those that determine the overall direction of an enterprise
and its ultimate viability in light of the predictable and unpredictable
and the unknowable changes that may occur in its most important

surroundings environment”. However, Hax (1987) adequately relates
strategy to strategic management when he states “the essence of strategy
is for a firm to achieve a long term sustainable advantage over its

competitors in every
business in which it
participates”.
strategic management has, as its ultimate objective, the development of
3
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its

corporate

responsibilities,

values,
and

managerial capabilities,

operational

decision

organisational

making,

at

all

hierarchical

levels and across all business and functional lines of authority.
From these definitions one can, like Quinn and Mintzberg (1991) state
that there is no single universally accepted definition of strategy and

there is no one best way to create strategy, nor is there any one best form
of organisation.

3.3

Strategic Management

Strategic management has been defined in many ways by different
authors and authorities. There is no absolute consensus on the definition
of strategic management. The following are some of the definitions:
i.

Strategic management is that set of
managerial decisions and
actions that determines the long-run performance
of
corporation. It includes environmental scanning, strategy
formulation, strategy implementation and evaluation. (Wikipedia,
The Free Encyclopedia On-line).

ii.

Strategic management is a stream of decisions and actions which
leads to the development of an effective strategy or strategies to
help achieve corporate objectives (Gleck and Juanxh, 1984).

iii.

Strategic management is concerned with the over-all long range
direction of
organizations and consequently
provides
framework for operational management (Greenley, 1989).

iv.

Strategic management is a systematic approach to a major and
increasing important responsibility of general management to
position and relate the firm to its environment in a way which
will
assure
its continued success and make
it
surprises (Ansoff, 1990).

a

a

secure

from

v.

Strategic management is concerned with deciding on strategy and
planning how that strategy is to be put into effect via strategic
analysis, strategic choice and strategic implementation (Johnson
and Scholes, 1993).

vi.

Strategic
management is the decision process that aligns the
organisation‟s internal capability
with the opportunities and
threats it faces in its environment (Rowe et al, 1994).

From all these, strategic management can be seen as the art or science of

formulating,
4

implementing

and

evaluating

cross-functional

decisions
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that enable an organisation to achieve its objectives. Other concepts in
management that are used sometime or interchangeably with strategic
management are strategic planning, business policy and long-range
planning.
Strategic management techniques can be viewed in two major ways. The
first is the bottom-up or collaborative processes. Using this approach,
the employees initiate a proposal which they subsequently submit to
their managers or their superiors, who put the idea further up in the
establishment. These proposals may be assessed based on financial
criteria and other concrete economic terms such as cost-benefit
evaluation and returns on investment.
The second is the top-down
approach which is more common than any other method.
Here, the
chief executive officer and his team decide on the
overall direction
which the organisation should go.
Although there are diverse opinions on strategic management, it has to
do with deriving and describing the strategy, which is common to all
organisations whether large, medium, small, public, and private, profit
and non-profit making organisations. Strategic management therefore,
encompasses the entire enterprise. It looks beyond mere day-to-day
operations of the business and focuses on long-term prospects and
development of the establishment. In a small business, the single owner
may not formalise all these and may do everything including strategic
management. In a large business such as in the multinationals, the
strategic management is handled at the senior management level. Also
in large establishments there may be a number of interdependent areas
of strategy, usually referred to as corporate strategy.
This differs a bit
from the business strategy which deals mainly with a particular strategic
business unit (SBU).
From the analysis so far, an organisation‟s strategy must be appropriate
for its resources, environmental circumstances, the core objectives or
goals. This involves identifying the organisation‟s strategic advantage
and matching items to the organisation‟s business environment. So we
integrate on organisation‟s goals, policies, missions, profiles and actions
effectively and efficiently in order to achieve the organisation‟s

objectives. Strategic management aims at creating the future as well as
reacting to the changing times. This includes creative leadership,
entrepreneurial and innovative dimensions. The strategic management
in the 21st century must innovation and good leadership

5
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Scope of the Course

This course
deals with Strategic
Management Production
concept of strategic management as it relates to business organisations.
It covers the major components of strategic management such as the
company mission, vision, policy, profile, objectives and goals.
The
concept and techniques used in environment industry analysis are
subjects treated by this course. Strategy determination, formulation of
alternative strategic choice, implementation and evaluation are well
treated. The principle of corporate governance is adequately addressed
by the course.
However, the use of mathematical modelling and
statistical permutations in any form are excluded from the course.

and

SELF ASSESSMENT EXERCISE
1.
2.

4.0

Explain the concept of strategic management
and clearly
differentiate it from the concept of strategy.
Why is strategic management important in an organisation?

CONCLUSION

In this unit, you have learnt that there is no universally acceptable
definition of strategy and strategic management, and that strategic

management is crucial to the sustainable success and survival of both
corporate and private business, particularly in a competitive business
world.

5.0

SUMMARY

The concepts of strategy and strategic management are applied in
business as the pattern or plan that integrates an organisation‟s goals,
policies and actions together to attain the desire objectives. There is no
single model or theory that can incorporate all the factors that influence
major business decisions or all the possible combinations of factors that
any business my face.

6.0

TUTOR-MARKED ASSIGNMENT

Strategic management has been described as the “capstone” course in

business studies. Do you agree? Why?

6
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UNIT 2

CORPORATION AND MANAGEMENT

CONTENTS
1.0
2.0
3.0

7.0

Introduction
Objectives
Main Content
Strategic Management Components
Company Mission
Profile
Vision
Goals
Objectives
Policies
Strategy
Conclusion
Summary
Tutor-Marked Assignment
References/Further Readings

1.0

INTRODUCTION

3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
3.8
4.0
5.0
6.0

In formulating strategies, there are basic components or elements that
we usually consider.

These include company mission, profile, goals,

objectives, strategy and policy. The components are not so cleanly and
neatly performed in actual practice. Usually, there is interplay of the
elements. The boundaries between the components are hard or difficult
to distinguish in practice.
For example, establishing a mission may
overlap into setting objectives for the organisation to achieve both of

them involve
direction
setting
for the organisation.
tasks
involved in strategic management are never isolated from everything
else that falls within a manager‟s purview.

2.0

OBJECTIVES

After a careful study of this unit, you should be able to understand the
different components of strategic management.
Define and explain the terms
a. Mission
b.
Profile
c. Goals
d.
Objectives
e. Vision
f. Strategy
g.
Corporate Strategy
8
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Relate each of the components in (2) above to one another
Enumerate the merits in setting company missions, goals and
objectives
Have an idea of stating organisation‟s profile, vision and strategy
and their importance.

3.0

MAIN CONTENT

3.1

Strategic Management Components

There are many parts to strategic management. These parts are referred
to as strategic components or elements. At times they are referred to as
strategic planning components when the author interchanges strategic
management with strategic planning. These components are explained
below:

3.2

Company Mission

The mission of a company is the fundamental, unique purpose that sets
it apart from other companies of its type and identifies the scope of its

operations in product and market terms. The mission also carefully
defines what the company does not do. It is a general statement of the
company‟s intent and represents the view that the senior managers have
for the future of the company or what they want it to become or achieve.
It is the central purpose for the company‟s existence and implies the
image the company seeks to project.

It reflects the company‟s self-

concept and indicates the principal product or service the company
attempts to satisfy.
Mission statement defines the aspirations, values,
roles, growth, goals, survival and profitability of a company. In short,
the mission describes the products, market and technological areas of

emphasis for the business in a way that reflects the priorities of the
strategic decision maker.
Rader (1994) enumerates seven characteristics
of a powerful mission statement, which are:
a.

Engaging
the imagination
with powerful
images
outcome
b.
Employing images that are clear, concise and compelling
c. Expressing strong values
and beliefs about the future
d.
Providing guidance for actions that must and must not be done
e.
Focusing discussion and shaping choices about consequences
f.
Challenging one to stretch continually
beyond current
performance
g.
Applying to each and every member of the community.
A company‟s mission reflects the firm‟s intention to secure its survival
through sustained growth and profitability.
9
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Many
organisations have
improperly
defined
mission statements
which some are not complete and in which the essential ingredients of
the mission statement are not indicated. Some other companies misuse
the mission statement as an external device for public relations rather
than an integral part of the strategic management. To be able to achieve
its objectives, the mission statement must be understandable, applicable
and serves to rule out actions.

3.3

Profile

A company‟s profile is the product of its internal analysis, which
determines the company‟s performance capabilities based on existing or
attainable resources.
A company‟s profile depicts the quantity and
quality of financial, human and physical resources available to the firm.
It assesses the inherent strengths and weaknesses of the company‟s
management and organisational structure.
The profile contrasts the
historical success of the company
and the
traditional values
concerns of its management with the company‟s current capabilities, and
attempts to identify the future capabilities of the business. An example
can be found in the company‟s commitment in each of the functional
areas of resource development matrix. The firm can easily calculate
investment made in each of the functional areas as a basis for better
understanding of its comparative and competitive strengths and
weaknesses.

3.4

Vision

According to Robson in 1997, a company vision is synomous with the
company‟s mission. This means that the alternative name for the
company‟s mission is vision.
3.5

Goals

A company‟s goal describes the desired future position the company
wants to be.
The selection of the company‟s goals is based on the defined mission of
the company. In a situation where a strategic planning model separates
the goals from the objectives, it means that the goals are broad and
timeless statements of the end result that the organisation considers that
they can use to achieve their mission. A goal should clearly state what
is to be achieved and when the results will be accomplished. Company
goals do not state how the results will be achieved.
Organisations
normally have multiply goals at the same time all existing in a complex
hierarchy. An organisation may have a series of less permanent goals
that define targets for the organisation.
All strategic goals affect
10
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organisation‟s overall direction and productivity. Profitability is usually
the main goal of many business organisations, no matter how it is
measured or defined.

A goal is a statement of specifics that quantify the

objectives.

3.6

Objectives

The organisation‟s objectives establish the intended nature of the
enterprise and the direction in which the organisation wants to move.
Objectives are those ends or results which the organisation set out to
achieve through not only its existence but also its operations. A number
of different objectives are pursued by business organisations. Some
examples include survival, growth, continuity of profit, production at
least cost, good quality products or services, quick delivery, meeting
target dates, customer and employee satisfaction to mention just a few.
Every organisation has more than one objective at any given time.
There are at least three major reasons why an organisation establishes
objectives and why these objectives are important in strategic
management. The reasons are as follows:
1.

Objectives help to
define
the
organisation in the
because they enable the organisation to justify its existence and help
to attract people who identify with the objectives to work for the
organisation.

2.

Objectives help to co-ordinate decision and decision makers. This is
because objectives help to direct employees to the required standards
of behaviour and reduce conflicts in decision making since all
employees know the objectives of the organisation.

3.

Objectives also help to provide standards for assessing organisational
performance. Without stated objectives it would be difficult for an
organisation to evaluate itself or for anybody to evaluate the success
or failure of the organisation. Therefore, an organisation‟s objectives
are very crucial to strategic management

Objective therefore, indicates management‟s intentions towards pursing
and accomplishing its mission. Usually, objectives and goals address all
the areas of the operation of the company including profitability, sales
growth, market share, innovation, productivity, physical and financial
resources, risk, public responsibility, manager performances and
development.

3.7

Policies

11
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Policies are guides to actions.

Polices usually indicate how resources

are to be allocated. They equally indicate how tasks assigned to the
organisation can be accomplished. They enable each manager at the
functional level such as marketing, accounting or finance, production
and personnel execute the organisation‟s strategy properly.
Strategy
exists as a collective umbrella for the policy component. Policy should

give a broad assessment of the organisation‟s structure, business system
and the resources available to the selected strategies. Organisation‟s
policies provide a framework for the implementation of any major
changes needed to be made in that organisation. The polices should
provide the key yardsticks or measurements for the expected benefits the

strategy intends to produce or yield, so that the success or the failure of
the policies can be readily evaluated. Polices are therefore, rules that
express the limits within which action should occur. Policies also exist
in hierarchy
throughout an organisation just the way
we
the
strategic goals.

3.8

Strategy

A strategy is a plan that integrates an organisation‟s major goal, policies
and action sequences into a cohesive unit that is achievable. A well
formulated strategy helps to marshal and allocate the organisation‟s

resources into a unique and viable positive unit based on its relative
internal competencies and shortcomings, anticipated changes in the
environment and contingent moves by intelligent opponents.
Strategy
defines the general direction in which the organisation chooses to move
to meet its goals in order
to achieve its mission. Strategies usually
include how to move to achieve desired results. Strategies are often
constrained by the nature of the organisation such as resources available,
capabilities, culture, structure and tradition.
Strategy defines how an organisation will not achieve its aims. All
management decisions can therefore, be trusted against the rejected
approach as a measure of acceptability. The strategy should document
the strategic opportunities that are deemed most beneficial to pursue.
The strategy should be stated in such a way that the organisation will
make the best use of what is available and also adequately compensate
for its limitation.
There is no one best way to create strategy, nor is
there one best form of organisation.
However, Professor R. Andrews in his book, The Concept of Corporate
Strategy describes the central function of the chief executive as leading
the continuous process of determining the nature of the enterprise and
setting, revising and achieving its goals. He calls this central function
“corporate strategy”. He gives the definition as the pattern of decision
in a company that determines and reveals its objectives, purposes or
goals, produces the principal policies and plans
for
achieving those
12
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goals, and defines the range of business the company is to pursue, the
kind of economic and human organisation it is or intends to be, and the
nature of the economic and non economic contributions it intends to its
shareholders, employees, customers and communities.
So, Corporate Strategy defines the business in which a company will
compete, preferably
in
a
way
that focuses
resources
distinctive competence into competitive advantage”.

to

convert

SELF ASSESSMENT EXERCISE
1.

Carefully
state
the
components of
strategic management
discuss how critical each of them is to the survival and growth of
organisation.

2.

Explain what you understand by organisation‟s mission, vision,
profile, objectives, strategy and goal.

4.0

CONCLUSION

You have learnt in this unit that there are different elements or
components of strategic management all of which are interlocking
without clearly and neatly defined boundaries.
For any manager to
succeed, the various components have to be considered and adopted in
line with the decision makers‟ direction of though.

5.0

SUMMARY

Strategic management has many components, which include the
organisation‟s mission, vision, goals, objectives and strategy to achieve
the aims of the organisation‟s decision makers.
Strategic management
consists of complex interwoven elements, which are crucial to the
survival and growth of the organisation.

6.0

TUTOR-MARKED ASSIGNMENT

Enumerate the major characteristics of a good mission statement.

7.0
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4

This third unit of Strategic Management course introduces you to the
fundamental approach to strategic management.

It deals principally

with strategic management elements involved in strategic management
process.
In
this
unit, you
will
learn
about
models
strategic
management elements involving strategic analysis and choice. Mention
will be made on generation of strategic options, evaluation of strategic
options and selection of a strategic option. This unit will also explain
how the different strategic management processes are interrelated and
interwoven.

2.0

of

OBJECTIVES

This unit, if carefully and thoroughly studied, should enable you to
know the following:
the fundamental way to approach strategic management
the approach to the course from industrial and sociological angles
the strategic management process
the three
major elements of
strategic
management which
strategic analysis, choice and strategy implementation
enumerate the different components of strategic analysis which
are the environment, resource expectations, power and culture.
outline the components of strategic choice which are generation
of strategic options, evaluation and selection of a strategy to be
implemented.
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an overall model of strategic management process showing the
complex interrelationships of strategic management process.

3.0

MAIN CONTENT

3.1

Fundamental Approach to Strategic Management

The approach to strategic management should be an integrated one. The
approach should bring together various aspects of management such as
marketing strategy, strategic planning, financing strategic formulation,
choice (selection) implementation, evaluation including strategy on
Information Communication and Technology (ICT). A comprehensive
tool box approach to techniques and their application should be adopted
for
the
entire
discipline
of
strategic
management. Therefore,
effective coverage of the strategic management course, the entire
discipline is divided into fifteen units. These units are indicated in the
Course Guide.
This approach is quite in order since strategic
management is a solid foundation within which all the functioning
management practices are bundled or put together.
The general approach could be broadly divided into two opposing but
complementary approaches, which are as follows (Wikipedia, free
encyclopedia):
a.

Industrial organisations approach which is based on economic
theory and deals with issues such as competitiveness, resources
allocation and economies of scale. The assumption underlining
this approach includes self discipline and profit maximisation.

b.

Sociological approach, which deals primarily with interactions.
The assumptions of the approach include satisfying behaviour
sub-option profit and bounded rationality. An example of a
company that currently uses this approach is Gogle.

Strategic management techniques can also be
viewed as bottom-up,
top-down or collaborative process.
The bottom-up approach involves
the employees submitting proposals to their respective managers who, in
turn, channel the best ideas further up the organisation ladder.
The
proposals are accompanied by capital budgeting process. Each proposal
is then assessed based on financial criteria such as cost-benefits analysis
and return on investment. Any approved proposal then forms the
substance of a new strategy.
All these may be done without a grand
strategic design. The most common approach is the top-down approach.
In this practice, the chief executive officer (CEO), with the assistance of
his strategic planning team, takes decision on the overall direction the
company should go.
15
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In addition to these two major approaches, some organisations have
started experimenting on corroborative
strategic planning techniques
that recognise the emerging nature of strategic decisions.

3.2

Strategic Management Process

Strategic management process (SMP) can be an objective, logical
systematic approach for
making major decisions in an organisation.
SMP attempts to organize qualitative and quantitative information in a
way that allows for effective decision making under conditions of
uncertainty.
Strategic management process (SMP) can therefore, be defined as the
way the strategists determine corporate objectives and make strategic
decisions. The strategic decisions are designed to achieve ends or to
achieve organisation‟s objectives. SMP consist of three stages, namely,
strategy formulations, strategy implementation and strategy evaluation.
However, some schools of
though see
SMP
as consisting
two
sub-processes which are strategic planning (SP) and strategic
implementation (SI).
In this, the SP process is broken down into
analysis/diagnosis and choice while the SI sub-process is broken down
into implementation and evaluation. This gives rise to the formular:
SMP

=

=

SP

+

SI

Analysis/Diagnosis + Choice +Implementation + Evaluation

The planning has to do essentially with the work programme. All senior
management officers from all major functions of the organisation should
be involved in planning. A planning committee may be set up to be in
charge.
The planning officer is the catalyst and co-ordinator to make
sure the plan is implemented.
The planning committee may be
responsible for the strategic planning
Strategic management process has been presented in various models.
However, the model we shall adopt here is that of strategic decision
making process proffered by Johnson and Scholes (1993). The model
consists of three interacting elements: strategic analysis, strategic choice
and strategic implementation.
Johnson and Scholes model representation is adopted because it is
convenient to use, well known and is used by many authors.
For
instance, it was used by Dess and Miller (1993) and Rowe et al. (1994).
It is such a powerful model that we can use to organise our thoughts
without losing sight of the interacting nature of the elements. However,
it is important to note that the purpose of each model is the same in
16
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every case, which is to provide a vehicle through which to explain
something complex, even if the preference as to names may differ a bit.
The strategic decision making process produces the strategy itself as
made up of three interacting elements.
Fig. 1 is structured around the convenient model for studying and
understanding the complexity of the strategic management process as
three interacting elements that Johnson and Scholes (1993) present. The
figure shows that SMP comprises mainly strategic analysis, choice and
implementation.

Strategic
Analysis

Strategic
Implementation

Fig.

3.3

1:

Model
of
Scholes: (1993).

Strategic
Implementation

strategic

management

(adopted

from

Johnson

Strategic Analysis

Strategic analysis is part of overall management process which is
concerned with attempts to understand the strategic position of the
organisation, to consider goings-on in the environment and judge how
the happenings can affect the organisation. It also considers the
organisation‟s strengths and weaknesses with respects to the happenings
and assesses the feelings of the stakeholders. Strategic analysis actually
helps to form a picture of the factors that influence the organisation so
that it can be informed of the strategic choice element of the overall
strategic management process. Johnson and Scholes (1993)
three factors in strategic analysis, namely (i) environment (ii) values and
objective (iii) resources.
In explaining fig. 2, it means that good managers must constantly be
abreast of what is happening in the organisation‟s environment. They
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should know how changes taking place in the environment may affect
organisation‟s available resources, strengths of the organisation and
weaknesses.
This is equated with the culture of the organisation,

including
management style and relative
power of
the
group.
Values and objectives will influence the acceptability to each
stakeholder group.
Through the perception of acceptability other
influence, may come since organisations exist in a complex environment
with enormous set of variables.
The resources provide the internal
influences on strategic choice. The analysis of resources aims to build
its picture.
Fig. 2:

Three Elements of Management

Expectations,
Objectives
and power:

Culture

The
Environment

Resources
Strategic

Analysis

Strategic

Choice

Strategic
Implementation

Fig. 2: Three factors in strategic analysis (Johnson and Scholes,
(1993)
It is clear therefore, that strategic analysis is not a static snapshot event
but a continuous process since the strategic choices and their
implementation impact upon the environment, culture and resources of

the organisation.

3.4
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The
choice element is the SMP is concerned with choosing a strategy
based upon the foundations laid by strategic analysis. A good manager
must be able to generate and evaluate possible strategy taking the nature
of the organisation into consideration. The three issues of concern are
risk, structure and culture of the organisation.

Strategic
Analysis

Identificatio
n of Options

Strategic
Implement
ation

Strategic
Choice
Evaluation
of Options

Selection
of Strategy

Fig. 3: Three elements of strategic choice (Author’s explanation)

The elements associated with making strategic choices involve three
main factors as identified by Robson (1997) which are: (a) identifying

the options, (b) evaluating those options and (c) selecting an option.

3.4.1

Generating Strategic Options

This involves identifying as many options as possible among potential
courses of action. It is usually difficult, if not impossible, to identify all

these as only the very obvious ones are often identified and considered.

3.4.2

Evaluating Strategic Options

Evaluation of strategic options is per formed within the framework of

strategic analysis. The alternative strategies listed in the strategic option
have to be tested using three main criteria of (i) strategic fit, (suitable)

(ii) feasibility and (iii) acceptability.

3.4.3

Selecting Strategic Options
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The selection of strategic option may result in a single strategy to be
adopted by the organisation. It can also result in a strategic set to be
adopted in the strategic implementation of the process. The culture and
the power structure of the organisation have a significant impact on the
strategy selection process.
Fig. 4 describes the general model of strategic management element
arising from the three major concepts of strategic analysis, strategic
choice and strategy implementation. The subsequent units of this course

shall be devoted to the other elements of strategic management as
indicated in Fig. 4.
Expectations
Objectives and
power: Culture

Resources
The
Environments

Strategic
Analysis

Recourse
Planning
Strategy
Implementatio
n

Identification
of Options

Strategic
Choice
Evaluatio
n of
Options

Selection
of
Strategy

Organisatio
n Structure

People
and
Systems

Fig. 4: Model of strategic management elements; (Adopted from Johnson
and Scholes, 1993).

SELF ASSESSMENT EXERCISE
1.
2.

Carefully enumerate the different components of strategic
management process.
In an uncertain and ambiguous world, do you think
theories of strategic management can work?

4.0

CONCLUSION
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You have learnt in this unit the fundamental approaches to strategic
management and strategic management process which broadly involve
strategic analysis, strategic choice and strategic implementation.

5.0

SUMMARY

In order to achieve corporate objectives and organisational goals,
strategists must make strategic decisions and formulate strategies.

The

processes involved have been variously defined but basically include
strategic analysis, choice implementation and evaluation.

6.0

TUTOR-MARKED ASSIGNMENT

As a business manager, critically examine the strategic management
model proposed by
Johnson
and Scholes (1993).
limitations of this model?

7.0

What
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ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

3.1
3.2

This unit of strategic management course exposes you to the business of
industry
environmental
analysis
and
diagnosis. The
business
environment comprises both external and internal environment, which

are complex and are constantly changing. There are many environmental
factors that directly or indirectly impact on a particular business. They
include factors that are beyond the control of the business organisations.

To sustain business and also survive in the competitive environment, the
strategist must understand his environment through critical and objective
analysis using certain criteria. The impact of some necessary changes
and there implications on the business organisation must be analysed
and appropriate strategic decisions made.

2.0

OBJECTIVES

After you have carefully gone through this unit, it is expected that you
should be able to understand:
what constitute
the external and the internal environment of a
business organisation and industry
what determines the failure or the success of the environment
analysis
how factors such as socio-cultural, political, economics and
technological forces and government policies influence business
organisations
the effect of
changes
in the environment of
business
organisations.

3.0
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Meaning of Business or Industry Environment

The environment of an organisation could either be internal or external.
The
external analysis is often referred
to as environmental
analysis
while
the
internal
analysis is the
company
analysis or
strategic
advantage analysis. The environment of an organisation includes factors

outside the firm which can lead to opportunities for or threats to the
organisation. In business, the environment of an organisation is the
pattern of
all
external conditions and influences that effect
organisation‟s life and development. The relevant environmental factors
include
the total business community, the city
or
town, the
country and the world at large.
They also include technological,
economical, physical, social and political factors.
The corporate strategist must be aware of these features in the
environment. There should be awareness that change is taking place at
varying rates in all the environmental factors. Change usually is fastest
in technology, perhaps closely followed by political changes particularly
in developing countries which are politically unstable.
Change in the
environment of business necessitates continuous monitoring of a
company‟s definition of business. Otherwise, it may fail by becoming
obsolete at the time it comes on stream. The effect of competition in the
company‟s environment should not be overlooked. The strategist should
be able to monitor environmental factors well to determine opportunities
for threats to the organisation. Environmental diagnosis consists of

management decisions made and assessing the significance of the data
(opportunities and threats) of the environmental analysis.
Environmental analysis and diagnosis give strategists time to anticipate
opportunities and plan to take optional responses to the opportunities. It
helps the strategist to develop an early warning system to prevent threats
or develop strategies, which can turn threat to the organisation‟s
advantage. The analysis of the environmental is important in that it
increases the quality of the strategic decision making by considering a
range of the relevant features well in advance before the need to make
irrevocable decision.
The strategy of any organisation should be directed at exploiting the
environmental opportunities and to blocking the environmental threats
in a way and manner consistent with the organisation‟s internal
capabilities. This is porter‟s concept of environmental fit which allows
the organisation to maximise its competitive position.
The success or failure of environmental analysis depends largely on the
characteristics of the environment such as the complexity of the
environment, the rate of change and the cost of available information
23
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about the environment in which an organisation floats.
process may be followed:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

3.2
3.2.1

The following

Audit the environmental influences.
Assess the nature of the environment to determine the level of
complexity or environment.
Identify the key environmental forces (using Porter‟s five forces
model).
Identify the competitive position of the organization (using a life
circle).
Identify the major opportunities and threats (using SWOT/TOWS
analysis).

Nature of the Environment
External Analysis

An organisation‟s environment comprises all the events, issues and facts
which can influence its performance, but over which the organisation
has little or
no influence.
The external environment is beyond
control of the organisation.
The societal environment constitutes
conditions that have a broad, rather than direct influence on the
organisation. These conditions include demographic, natural, political,
cultural and economic factors.
All these put together constitute the
world within the organisation functions and operates.

the

Demographic Factor: This includes aging of population, geographical
population shifts, population growth and better educated populace.
Natural Factor: This includes pollution levels, natural resources
management, and increased energy cost, raw material availability.
Political Factor:
This includes international trade, investment
incentives/controls, fiscal/monetary
policies, industrial policies,
consumer policies, labour policies and regional policies.
Cultural Factor: This includes status of
women and
changes in the family life style, decline in the traditional life style,
improved living standard, shifts to less work and more leisure.

minorities,

Economic Factor: These are gross national product, personal income,
employment and unemployment level, inflation rate, government
spending and availability of capital.
There is also a task environment which has a major and impact on the
organisation and its strategic planning process among which are the
nature
of
competition
in
any
particular
market.
nature
of
24
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competition is very important since it impacts on the profitability and
scope of strategic manipulations in the market as shown in Fig. 5

Socio–cultural External

environment

Economic

Forces Forces

Xxx
XX x x
Xxx

Political–legal

Internal
environment
Structure
Culture
Resource

Technological

Forces Forces
Fig. 5:

The organisational development (adapted from Wendy Robson,

1997
Among the elements of the external environment as indicated by Wendy
Robson are the following:
Socio-Cultural Forces
These include life-style changes, career expectations, rate of family
formation, consumer activities, population growth rate, age distribution,
regional shifts, urban-rural migration, birth rates and life expectancies.
The strategist must be abreast of the social developments in the
environment which may include the increasing rate of crime, demands
by women for recognition and opportunity.
Economic Forces
These include gross national product (GNP) trends, interest rates, money
supply, inflation rates, unemployment levels, wage/price control,
devaluation/revaluation, availability
of energy and cost. The
consequences of both national and international economic trends need to
be monitored in great detail by any company so that the company will
not be taken by surprise by the changing world.
Technological Forces
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Organisational spending on research and development (RXD), focus of
technology efforts, patent protection, new products, new development in
technology, transfer from laboratory to market place and productivity
improvement through automation.

Technology, developments are the

fastest unfolding and the most far reaching in extending and contracting
the opportunity for any company.
Legal Forces
These include antitrust regulations, environmental protection laws, tax
laws, special incentives, foreign trade regulations, attitudes towards
foreign companies, laws on hiring and promoting, stability of
government.
The importance of political forces to the business must be considered.
The relationship between the private companies and government owned
establishment is also important.
Also including in the environmental analysis is the task environment
which includes the following:
Demand
Among the demand factors are size and growth of the existing market,
number/size
and
distribution
of
customers,
physical
distribution
channels, nature
of
market competition (price
and
non-price
competition).
Market structure
Market structure factors include number/size distribution of competition
and suppliers, barriers to entry or exist to market product characteristics
and product life cycles. Environmental analysis must include want for
the company‟s products or services. There must be effective market
segmentation which will divide the market to pieces that are identifiable,
substantial enough to be profitable and defensible against competition.
Technology
This includes the level of technology and likely changes, cost structure
including economies of scale, dependence on particular raw material or
labour.
Government
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Government polices, taxation and legislative apparatus are important in
environmental analysis.
The impact of particular legislation on the
industry relating to product or consumption as well as role of the
government as supplier, competitor or customer is a significant
environment factor.

3.2.2

Internal Analysis and Diagnosis

The internal analysis is also called the strategy advantage analysis and
diagnosis.
It is the process by which the strategist examines the firm‟s market and
distribution, research and development, production and operations,
corporate resources and personnel finance and the accounting function
to determine where the firm has significant competencies so that it can
most effectively exploit the opportunities and also meet the threats to the
company‟s weaknesses which would need to be minimised, if not
eliminated, in order to achieve corporate objectives.
Even where competence to exploit an opportunity is nurtured by
experience, the level of that competence may be too low for any great
reliance to be placed on it.
It would be good to always be able to
ascertain the distinctive ability that could be brought to a company or
firm that could attract customers away from other competitors.
The distinctive competence of an organisation is more than what it can
do; it is more of what it can do very well.
One has to consider the
present strength of opportunities. Take the old typewriter, for instance,
handwriting that a simple.
The typewriter is found to contribute to a
broad range
of
informed action processing functions, any
might have suggested an area to be exploited by the manufacturer.
However, these opportunities where not exploited until IBM did the
electric typewriter and the computer-related input-output devices.
Apart from looking at the functions to which the present products
contribute, it may be more profitable to identify the skill that underlines
whatever successes have been achieved.
Therefore, we should look beyond the company‟s capacity to invest new
products.
New products are the only major highways to new
opportunities. Other avenues may include new marketing services, new
distribution methods, new values in quality, price combinations and
creative merchandising. The effort to find or create a competence that is
truly distinctive may hold the real key to a company‟s success and future
development.
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At any rate, opportunity must be matched with competence after each
has been accurately identified and its future significance esteemed. It is
this combination that establishes a company‟s economic mission and its
position in its environments.
The combinations should minimise
organisation‟s weaknesses and maximise its strength.
An essential part of strategic analysis is assessing the effects of possible
change in the environment.
According to Robson (1997), there are two
steps to the process: (i) to consider how the societal, task/or internal
environmental factors may change to assess the strategic implications of
such changes for the organization.
Brannan (1992) refer to the potential major changes facing business
organisations as a “complex web of near chaos.
He described the
possible framework for such changes as PEST, political, economical,
sociological and technical developments. For an organisation to sustain
its business and remain competitive there must be constant, effective
and environmental analyses to inform and allow the strategic decisions
that keep the organisation competitively healthy to be made. Quit often,
change in the business environment could be very expensive and
difficult. At times, it could be psychologically difficult to bear while
strategic adjustments become increasingly difficult.
However, the
suggestion of Brannan on how to deal with interpreting change is not to
forecast the future but to consider a range of futures which he calls
scenario planning.
SELF ASSESSMENT EXERCISE
Explain the concept of environmental analysis and internal environment
of an industry.

4.0

CONCLUSION

The organisation‟s environment consists of all the events, issues and
facts that influence its performance, but over which it has little or no
influence. Difficult strategies are needed to operate successfully and
sustain the environment under which the organisation is operating at any
given time coupled with how technological changes play a major

influence on the organisation.
These may necessitate changes in strategy. The strategist must therefore,
understand the business environment through objective and critical
analysis.

5.0
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The business or industry environment is broadly divided into two,
namely, external environment and internal environment. The external
environment is largely beyond the control of the organisation. Thus, the
strategist must always carry out an analysis of his environment and
consequently formulate strategies to suit the environment. Factors such
as socio-cultural, political, legal, technological, economical, competitive
and government policies are major influences to an organisation.
The internal environment largely comprises the structure and culture of
an organization and their manipulation to a certain degree depending on
the strategic decision markers.

6.0

TUTOR-MARKED ASSIGNMENT

With good analysis, critically explain how government provision of
infrastructure in Nigeria could affect the performance of business
organisations.

7.0
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5

3.6

This unit is about SWOT analysis, which has to do with the analysis or
evaluation of the strengths, weaknesses; opportunities and threats
(SWOT) to an organisation. The strengths and weaknesses deal with the
internal circumstances of an organisation while the opportunities and the
threats deal with the external environment of the organisation. Strategies
need to be formulated to handle the respective outcomes of the SWOT
analysis.
Strategy identification is essential in tackling future events.
To succeed, SWOT analysis must be done with sincerity and honesty.
SWOT analysis
however, does not have
the
in-built mechanism
handle the future uncertainties.

2.0

OBJECTIVES

When you carefully go through this unit with a good understanding, you
should be able to understand the:
definition and meaning of SWOT
why SWOT analysis is very essential
what constitutes opportunities and Threats in an environment
strengths and weaknesses in a business environment
30
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the danger inherent in dishonest SWOT analysis
the types of strategies that are indicated in SWOT analysis
the various other ways of looking at SWOT analysis by various
authors
the major limitations of SWOT analysis.

3.0

MAIN CONTENT

3.1

Definition and Meaning of SWOT

This is the analysis and evaluation of strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and threats (SWOT). This concept of SWOT can be used
to classify and explain any situation. Strengths and weaknesses fall
under the internal environment of an organisation and therefore can
describe the internal circumstances of such an organisation.
On the
other hand, opportunities and threats adequately express the
circumstances of the external environment.
SWOT analysis is often presented in matrix form although it is used to
explain a complex practical reality. When the two factors internal and
external become more vivid, clear strategic analysis as described by
Weihrich (1982) is adopted.

3.2

SWOT Matrix Model

Internal
factor
External
Factor

Strengths
Opportunities
Threats
Table 1

Strengths

Weaknesses

Opportunities

Weaknesses

Threats
SWOT Matrix Model

You may have to go through the following process to be able to fill out
matrix.
1.
2.
3.

Prepare an enterprise profile showing the kind of business, the
geographic domain, the competitive situation and top
management orientation.
Identify
and
evaluate
the
economic,
social,
demographic, products and technology, market and competitive
factors.
Prepare a forecast; make predictions and assessment of the future
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Prepare a strength and weaknesses audit in the management and
organisation‟s operations, finance, marketing and other key areas.
Develop alternatives.

6.

Make strategic choices by considering strategic tactics and action.

7.

Prepare contingency plans.

A
careful observation of SWOT analysis indicates that it defines the
relationship between the internal and external appraisal in strategic
analysis. It concerns the identification and analysis of the environment.
When SWOT analysis is properly carried out, and the basic internal
strengths and weaknesses of the organisation are well analysed and
identified, the organisation should be able to know the appropriate

strategy or strategies to adopt.
Every organisation should be able to
apply the SWOT analysis to its competitors, suppliers, customers and
even to itself.

When this is done, the organisation will be able to realise

its own position within the industry.

3.3

Opportunities and Threats in Business Environment

The external forecast can be used to identify opportunities and threats in
the business environment. These are illustrated as follows:

3.3.1

Opportunities

These include high growth rate in the served market, government
legislation which increases the need for the organisation‟s product, new
raw material which can enhance product quality and weak competitor in
a served market.

3.3.2

Threats

These include new technologies that obsolete the company‟s products,
industry overcapacity which increases price competition, legislation
causing major operating changes and aggressive price competition in a
served market.

3.4

Strengths and Weaknesses in Business Environment

Just as in opportunities and threats, external forecast can be used to
identify strengths and weaknesses in the environment. The analysis of
strengths and weaknesses relative to competition require honest
assessment.
The task involved is analysis of position in the industry,
determination of the successes factors in the industry, identification of
strengths and weaknesses and assessment of competitive position.
At
the end of these, such questions like, where are we? Where have we
been? Where are we going? would have been answered.
32
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To be able to adequately identify strengths and weaknesses we need to
concentrate on the past and the present.
Theses strengths and
weaknesses may include:

3.4.1

Strengths

These include leadership in innovative product design, exceptional
employer and employee communication, understanding and relationship.
They also cover highest level of automated production in the industry,
highly motivated field sales force and superior product quality.

3.4.2

Weaknesses

The weaknesses include antiquated manufacturing and office facilities,
out-of-date information systems, cash flow difficulties, limited supply of
some raw materials and limited management in-dept.
A major weakness in an environment may be a very strong competitor
which will obviously necessitate competitor‟s analysis. An analysis of
key competitors will provide answers to these questions: Who are they?
What are their resources? Who are their customers? Why are they so
successful?
We should seek to know how competitors will react to our strategies.
For instance, how will they react to market changes? Where are they
most vulnerable? Where are they strongest? Where is the most
appropriate battleground to fight them and how?
We should also know if our weakness arises from our product lines,
particularly with respect to performance trends in selling prices, labour
costs and gross profit.
A company‟s weaknesses may also be as a result of the weaknesses in
its functional areas such as marketing, engineering design and
production, manufacturing, financing and human resources. Different
strategies will be required for the different observed and identified
weaknesses.

3.5

Strategies Indicated by SWOT Analysis
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The thrust of these is that there must be a separate strategy to take care
of each market segment. The Boston Consulting Group (BCG) matrix
categorises businesses as stars, cash cows, question marks and dogs.
There are separate strategies for each strategic business unit (SBU).
The various strategies that are suggested by a good SWOT analysis are
hereby
presented.
The
strategies are
called by
various
by
different authors.

3.5.1

names

Maxi-Maxi

This is a situation in which the organisation is playing from a position of
strength to an opportunity.
So the business objectives are meant to
overcome external threats in order to
focus on this segment.
is
referred to as exploit by Rowe et al (1994).

3.5.2

Mini-Maxi

The appropriate strategy for this segment is the one that minimises
weaknesses and maximises the opportunities.
Such an
exists but requires strength where the organisation currently experiences
a weakness. Therefore, a strategic action is needed to remove the
weaknesses and prevent the opportunity from going to the competitors.
Rowe et al (1994) call this segment SEARCH.

3.5.3

opportunity

Mini-Mini

The
strategy
for
this segment should be
such that the
and
weakness will be reduced.
The situation is precarious. So the
organisation should adopt a strategy that can avoid this kind of situation.
It is termed AVOID by Rowe et al (1994).

3.5.4

It

threat

Maxi–Mini

An appropriate strategy for this particular business condition is the one

that uses the strength of the organisation in order to defend or avoid the
threat.
However,
caution
must
be
exercised
in
to
avoid
unnecessary and costly competitive battles.
Strategic options that circumvent the threat should first be considered
and preferred. Rowe et al. (1994) refer to this strategic segment as
CONFRONT.
Identification of a strategy is essentially about tackling the future. This
must be based on a realistic and factual evaluation or appraisal of an

order
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organisation‟s past and present performance. Identification of
opportunities and threats alone are not enough bases for developing
strategies. To do this the organisation‟s strategy must consider
organisation‟s resources and competitiveness. The strategy could only
source energy from the results of the combined assessment of the market
attractiveness and business strength. So, it is very crucial to conduct
resource analysis and capabilities. The main aim of such an exercise is
to use the strategy pointers to assist in using existing business strengths
to exploit the opportunity. It is possible to use it to create new
opportunities, to counteract the threats and repair the weaknesses. For
strengths to be useful this way, they must be carefully, realistically and
critically identified, evaluated or assessed. If the organisation uses the
same techniques to assess competitors, the organisation can then
capitalize on the weaknesses of the competitors and avoid going ahead
against their strength.
SWOT analysis,
especially
when it
forms
part
of
analysis, is referred to as the TOWS matrix.
However, Rowe et al.
(1994) refer to it as WOTS-UP analysis and offer some suggestions on
each of the matrix segment. Whichever way we may look at it, SWOT
analysis is a systematic method of matching environmental threats and
opportunities with the organisation‟s strengths and weaknesses.

environmental

One critical aspect of SWOT analysis is the tendency to cover up feared
weaknesses resulting in a less than honest appraisal of SWOT. In such a
situation, perceived strengths can be proclaimed rather than the
weaknesses observed. This less than honest SWOT analysis can be used
to generate strategic options and forms part of the strategic choice
element.

3.6

Limitations of SWOT Analysis

Although SWOT is future oriented, it does not have any in-built
mechanism for handling the uncertainly of the future, nor does it give
any holistic model of the organisation. SWOT analysis does not aim at
option evaluation or
selection.
However, in the process
through the internal and external analyses and appraisal, certain
objectives and certain performance measures may be reviewed.

SELF ASSESSMENT EXERCISE
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Briefly explain what you understand by SWOT analysis.
out SWOT analysis
of
a
named business

Carry

pointing

clearly its major weaknesses and the kind of strategies you will
formulation to strengthen the business.

4.0

CONCLUSION

For the success of any business, SWOT analysis is quite essential. This
must be done with every sense of sincerity in order to ascertain the
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats in the environment of
the organisation. However, SWOT analysis has its own limitations as it
does not have in-built mechanisms to deal with future uncertainties in
the organisation.

5.0

SUMMARY

In this unit, we have learnt SWOT analysis using the SWOT matrix
model to explain the basic terms that are
used in connection with
SWOT. After the SWOT appraisals, the various strategies of exploit
(matri–maxi), search (mini-maxi), avoid (mini-mini) and confront
(maxi-mini)
that
can
be
adopted
have
been
enumerated.
The
relationship between the internal and external appraisals has been drawn
in the strategic analysis. Finally, the unit mentions the limitation of
SWOT analysis and cautions against a dishonest appraisal of the
environment.

6.0

TUTOR–MARKED ASSIGNMENT

List the conditions that can constitute a threat to a named business

organisation and briefly discuss the kind of strategies you can adopt to
combat these threats.

7.0
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This unit deals with strategic choice.

This implies that there are many

alternating or array of strategies from which the organisation can chose

based on the outcome of the organisation‟s environmental analysis. In
making strategic choice, the manager must take cognizance of certain
factors like
structure and the culture
of the organisation.
choice basically comprises strategy generation, strategy evaluation and
selection. The techniques of doing these are presented in the unit.

2.0

Strategic

OBJECTIVES

The objectives of this unit are simple and straightforward. It is expected
that by the time you have gone through the unit you should be able to:
explain the meaning of strategy choice
discuss the interrelationship between strategy generation,
evaluation and choice
enumerate the basis for alternative strategies
tell the direction which the organisation‟s strategy will focus
know the differences between the various strategies.

3.0

MAIN CONTENT

3.1

Choice of Elements of Strategic Management

After a critical analysis of both the internal and external environment of
the organisation, the management needs to generate a
number
of
strategic possibilities. Thus, there is a need for the techniques that will
assist in the evaluation of the available options and choices.
Thus,
essentially the choice element of the strategic management is concerned
with choosing a strategy based on the results of the foundations laid by
the strategic analysis. Any good manager must be able to generate and
evaluate possible strategies taking cognisance of the nature of his/her
own organisation or industry. The manager must seriously consider the
risk, structure
and the
culture
of the organisation before
making
a
straight choice. In
this unit, we
shall
discuss
the techniques
of
generating, evaluating and selecting strategic options. The elements that
are usually associated with making strategic choices are shown in Fig. 5.
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``
Strategic
Analysis

Generation
of Options

Strategy
Implemen
tation
Strategic
Choice
Evaluatio
n of
Options
Selection
of Strategy

Fig. 5: Three Elements of Strategic Choice

Basically, strategic choice has three aspects:
(i)

The generation of strategic options which go beyond the most
obvious courses of action identifying the options.

(ii)

The evaluation of strategic options which may be based on
exploiting an organisation‟s relative‟s strengths or on overcoming
its weakness.

(iii)

The selection of a preferred strategy which will enable the
organisation to seize opportunities within its environment or to
counter threats from competitors.

3.1.1

Generation of Strategic Options

Generation of strategy options involves identifying as many as possible
potential courses of action. In reality, to find all possible courses of
action may not be feasible but the fact is that only the very obvious ones
are spotted or identified.
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Evaluation of Strategic Options

The evaluation of strategic options is done within the frame–work
produced by
strategic analysis.
The
various alternatives
strategic options have to be tested for strategic fit (suitability), feasibility
and acceptability, which are the three major evaluation criteria.

3.1.3

listed

as

Selection of Strategic Options

Usually, the selection of strategic options results in a single strategy or a
set of strategies that can be used in the strategy implementation process.
The major factors that normally influence strategy selection process are
the culture and the power structure of the organisation.

3.2

Strategy Formulation

This is an element in strategy choice process which has the aim of
generating adequate flow of strategic options for subsequent evaluation.
There are many ways of doing this. Johnson and Scholes (1993) suggest
identification, what basis “which direction and how options”.

3.3

Basic Alternative Competitive Strategies

Porter classifies three possible ways for an organisation to outperform
its competitive rivals based on five competitive forces acting on an
organisation. This is later reduced to four. He says that the choice is
between three generic business strategies, which are low cost,
differentiation, focus/niche.
The generic strategies are in two parts:
(a) Product differentiation and (b) overall leadership. The focus/niche
aspect of the strategy concerns a distinct segment. This aspect is further
sub-divided by Porter to low cost, focus/niche and differentiation focus/
niche to give the four generic strategies.
In spite of its criticism, the notion of generic
useful

as

a

device

to

force

explicit

strategies is pragmatically
consideration

of

the

way

of

competing by showing the alternatives as by lowest cost (giving strength
from strong loyalties) and where competing showing the alternatives as
everywhere or in a segment. This model‟s limitation is the complexity
of the reality on ground and in many instances the effective management
is to create some mixture of the strategies.

3.4

The Direction

There are many strategic directions which an organisation can focus.
These
different directions have
been put together and
modelled
Ansoff (1968).
Seven alternative directions have been indicated. The
40
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seventh alternative, with its diversification, is divided further into two
sub-options, i.e. related and unrelated business areas.

3.5

Summary of Strategic Options

1 Do nothing
2 Withdrawal

Internal
Liquidate

3 Consolidation Growth with market
increase:

4 Market
penetration
5 Product
development
6 Market
development

- quality
- productivity
- marketing
Capacity
Reduction/rationing
Increase:
- quality
- productivity
- marketing
Research and
Development
modifications
Extensions
Extend sales area
Export new segments
New uses
Switch focus new units

7 Background
integration
Create subsidiaries
Forward
integration
Unrelated
diversification
Source: Scholes (1993)

Acquisitions
Complete sell

out partial
divestment
management
buy out.
Buy and shut
down

Joint
Licensing
subcontracting

- Technology
transfer subcontracting

- Buy market
share industry
rationalisation

Collaborations

Buy-one
products

Licensing,
franchising,
consortia,

Buy
competitors
Minority
holdings
buy
subsidiaries

lease facilities

New agents
licensing
consortia
- Technology
- Exclusive
- Franchising

The summary of the strategic options indicating the various directions
on organisation can focus is presented in figure 6.2 each of these options
are hereby discussed.

3.5.1

Do Nothing

This means that the organisation will have to continue in the present
direction, i.e. maintain the status quo. As a long-term measure, it may
not be beneficial but as a short–term, it may be appropriate.
Some
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growth may occur if the current market grows.
remains constant or the same.

3.5.2

Otherwise everything

Withdrawal

Under this situation, the organisation is removed from the industry
because of an irreversible decline in demand, changes or opportunity
cost which indicates that other business ventures offer more appropriate
strategic directions. It is more of a strategy for asset realisation and
resource deployment.

3.5.3

Consolidation

Strictly speaking, it is a strategy adopted to maintain the existing market
share. It is done when a dominant organisation aims at stability in order
to accumulate cash reserves for some future activities. This
can
achieved by cutting costs or increasing prices with the aim of obtaining
a better margin.

3.5.4

be

Retirement

It is different from consolidation when its main aim is to obtain a
reduction in the scale of operations.

3.5.5

Market Penetrations

Using this strategy, the organisation seeks to increase market share, i.e.
sales growth within the
same market for the present product(s)
services through greater marketing efforts in which the market shares of
others can be grabbed.
It includes increasing the number of sales
persons, advertising expenditure, extensive sales promotions or publicity
effort. It is regarded as the most conservative of growth strategies since
it builds on the strength of the organisation and requires no easy during
the growth phase. It may meet fierce opposition if the market is static or
declining.

3.5.6

Product Development

This strategy seeks increase by increasing or modifying present products
or services. The strategy keeps the organisation operating with current
markets but competing on the basis of new product. So, growth is
achieved if the new products are successful.
Product development
usually entails large expenditures. It is a relatively low-risk strategy and
one that works well when products life cycles are short and products are
the natural spin–off from research and development process.
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Market Development

This involves introducing present products or services into new
geographical areas or new markets. It is a relatively high risk strategy
given the state of ignorance of the new market. When growth is sought
and existing markets have little scope, this direction is taken into new
areas, new market segments or new market uses. It is least risky when
the organizations competence is product related rather than market
related. In Nigeria today, many domestic firms are striving hard to carry
their products abroad. It is, however, to be noted that expansion into the
world market is no guarantee for success.
It is important to allow
greater care in quality control and customer service.

3.5.8

Diversification

This strategy
takes the
organisations away
from both the
markets and existing products. This has the highest risk of all strategies
because of unfamiliarity. But related diversification remains broadly
within this same industry, either backward
into the supply
forward into the distribution chain or horizontal into complementary
activities and so lowers the risk. However, unrelated diversification is a
popular strategy among the holding company conglomerates.
The
strategy is becoming less popular since business orgnisations are finding
it difficult to manage diverse business activities. Firms are advised to
“stick to the knitting” and not to stray away too far from the firm‟s area
of competence. Nevertheless, diversification is still an appropriate and
successful strategy. Sometimes for a company like Philip Morris,
diversification makes sense because cigarette consumption is declining,
product liability suits are a risk and some investors reject tobacco stock
on principle.

existing
chain,

It is possible to implement growth strategies by
means of internal
organic development of
growth over time.
However, this is slow.
Growth can also be by external development via mergers and
acquisitions.
This may be expensive but is fast gaining access to
marketers through joint ventures. The organisation will have to consider
the trade-off between cost/risk/speed and shape the choice between these
alternatives.

3.6

Other Strategic Options

Broad
strategy
alternatives
and
other
strategic
options
considered besides those earlier mentioned. They include growth,
stability
and retrenchment. The
growth strategies reproduce
development, diversification, market development or market penetration
strategies. The stability strategies are doing nothing (also referred to as
43
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holding) and consolidation (or harvesting) strategies. The retrenchment
strategies can, in turn, be considered according to Robson (1997) in
three subdivisions.

3.6.1

Liquidation

This involves selling all the company‟s assets in part for their tangible
worth. Liquidation is the recognition of
defeat and could
emotional and difficult strategy. However, it may be better to lease
operation than to continue to lose large sums of money. It could also be
a redeployment of resources to somewhere else.

3.6.2

be

Divestment

It involves selling a division or part of an organisation. It could be part
of
an overall
retrenchment exercise, to reed an organisation
businesses that are unprofitable, that require too much capital or that
may not fit well into the organisation‟s other activities. Divestment can
also be adopted when the organisation perceives threats in the
environment such that the division can no longer be effective. The
strategy is often associated with returning to the core business by
shedding peripheral activities.

3.6.3

Strategy Thrusts

Other authorities (Rackff et al, 1985) have expanded on Porter‟s work
on competitive strategies and offered a more comprehensive model of
industry competition. They suggest that strategic thrusts are the major
moves or actions that an organisation takes, which may be offensive or
defensive in nature. The strategic thrusts model suggests that all possible
activities can be summed up in the words of Robson (1997) as follows:

3.7.1

Differentiation

This aims to get an advantage by distinguishing products and services
from competitor or by reducing the differentiation advantage of rivals.
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Turnaround

This strategy is used to recover from forced liquidation of business or
bankruptcy. It is the most complex strategy to pursue since turning a
non-profitable business
into a
profitable one
will
be
management skills of the organisation. It may be a strategy resulting
from new management or owning groups.

3.7
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Cost

This aims at getting an advantage by reducing own suppliers‟ or
customers‟ costs by raising the costs of rivals.

3.7.3

Innovation

This is aimed at getting an advantage by introducing a product change
that fundamentally changes the industry‟s method of business.

3.7.4

Growth

This aims to get an advantage by volume or geographic expansion,
backward or forward integration, product line or entry diversification.

3.7.5

Alliance

This
is
diverted at
getting
an
advantage
by
agreements, forming joint ventures or making acquisitions related to the
other four thrusts.

forging

marketing

These strategies can be applied to three possible targets or categories,
which are:
a.

Supplier
Targets:
those
materials, capital, labour, services, etc.

providing

the

b.

Customer Targets:
those requiring the organisation‟s products
or services, either for their own use or for subsequent re-sale.

c.

Competitor Target: those selling or potentially selling products
seen by customers to be the same as, or tolerable substitutes for,
those produced by the organisation.

This model, as indicated, permits the analysis of the three strategic
targets of the organisation‟s industry and makes the manager aware of
the main actions the organisation can take in the quest for competitive
gain. So, with this kind of model, the organisation should always know
its strategic target, whether it is the suppliers, customers or competitors.
The organisation should also know the kind of strategic thrust to be used
against the target, be it differentiation, cost innovation or growth of

alliance. The strategic model should also be known, whether it will be
offensive or defensive and the direction of thrust to be used, be it usages
or provision. These strategies have to be properly considered before the
choice of a strategic option. Often times, it is better to use a combination
of strategies to achieve desired goals.
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SELF ASSESSMENT EXERCISE
1.

What will you consider as the major yardsticks for making a
strategic choice? Explain.

2.

A good strategy is dependent on the environment, organisation‟s
objectives, structure, culture
and power.
Discuss
validity or otherwise of this statement.

4.0

fully

CONCLUSION

This unit deals with the three elements of strategic choice and the mode.
It is clear that there are certain factors to be considered before making a

strategic choice. The factors are strategy generation, evaluation and
strategy selection. There are usually alternative competitive strategies.
One of them is chosen based on critical and proper evaluation of these
alternatives as well as the focus of the organisation.

5.0

SUMMARY

Strategic choice is concerned with strategy generation, evaluation and
selection taking into consideration risk, structure and culture of the

organisation.
Alternative strategies are
formulated based on
the focus or
thrust of the firm. The strategic options listed are tested for suitability or
strategic fit before a choice is made based on the direction of the
organisation. The various strategies that could be considered are well
explained in this unit. The strategic options that could be adopted when
a business is becoming unprofitable are mentioned.

6.0

TUTOR-MARKED ASSIGNMENT

Major opportunities and threats usually result from an interaction among
key environmental trends rather than from a single external factor.
Discuss.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4

3.5
3.6
3.7

This unit talks about strategic planning in an organisation. This was
devised by corporate leaders to implement strategies that will enhance
the competitiveness of each business unit.
It differs from the yearly
fiscal plans of the organisation.

2.0

OBJECTIVES

After studying this unit, you should be able to explain:
the meaning of strategic planning
the difference between strategic planning and fiscal planning
the development process in strategic planning
the focus of strategic planning.
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3.0

MAIN CONTENT

3.1

Background Information on Strategic Planning

Strategic planning (SP) evolved in the business world in the United
States of America (USA) and was later adapted for non-profit making
organisations such as hospitals and tertiary institutions such as the
universities.
Strategic planning was embraced by corporate leaders in the mid-1960s
to devise and implement strategies that would enhance the
competitiveness of each business unit, generate decisions about
deployment of resources toward fixed goals and priorities and build a
sustainable long-term future with a constantly changing or dynamic
environment.
Strategic planning cannot be prepared by an outside expert but rather a
prescription that is formulated by the combined expertise within the
organisation (Daniyan, 2002).
Daniyan states that the purpose of
planning is to make decisions about the future before the future either
forces the decisions on us or renders any decision irrelevant.
The essence of strategic planning is the identification of specific desired
results to which all the efforts and activities of the organisation will be
dedicated. The success of any plan is determined only by the results its
produces.

3.2

Meaning of Strategic Planning

Strategic planning differs significantly from yearly fiscal plans.
(1981) clearly identifies and states the differences as follows:

Cope

a.

Strategic planning focuses on the process while the long-term
planning with its application of formulae, gives little attention to
the organisation‟s politics and the changing circumstances.

b.

Strategic planning pays attention to the external environment,
qualitative information and initiative decisions regarding resource
commitment and integrated participatory involvement. Long-term
planning tends towards internal analysis and qualitative models
of resources
deployment,
and
it
conducted
as
institutional function.
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Long-term

planning

emphasises

the

science

detailed
and
interfaced
sets
of
data.
The
view
emphasises creativity, innovativeness and methods to maneuver
the institution over time and across turbulent waters.
d.

Long-term
planning
focuses
on
organisational
objectives for at least five years ahead while strategic planning
asks what decision is appropriate today based upon an
understanding of where the critical external variables will be five
years from now.

Therefore, strategic planning
has been described as the
setting organisational goals or objectives based on identified strengths
and weaknesses.

3.3

of

planning
strategic

goals

process

and

of

Development of Strategic Planning

Many
things have
been written on strategic
planning.
strategic planning as a discipline with its associated concepts and
techniques only emerged fully in the early 1970s. There are, of course,
many reasons for this. In the words of Kotler (1988), it was largely
because of the growing and continuously buoyant markets of the 1950s
and 1960s when many companies prospered on the back of largely
short-term operational planning. The turbulence of the early 1970s that
followed a series of crises, including oil supply restrictions, energy and
material shortages, high inflation, economic stagnation, labour unrest,
increased unemployment and then recession caused many major reasons
to search for a radically different approach to the running of their
businesses. These were compiled with influx of low-price but relatively
high-quality products from countries like Japan which began to flood the
western markets. These products changed rapidly and drastically the
economics of manufacturing industries.
The revised approach to management planning threats that emerged was
then designed to provide the organisation with a far stronger and more
resilient framework that would enable managers recognise the
opportunities more readily and overcome threats more
easily.
marks the beginning of a new planning process to take maximum
advantage of opportunities and threats in the environment. It also entails
a consideration of strategic alternatives and a choice of the most
appropriate strategy towards achieving set goals or objectives. This is in
addition to periodic evaluation to ensure that the chosen strategy would
achieve the objectives; if not, to alter the strategy or review the
objectives. Daniyan (2002) reiterates the definition which states that
somebody defines strategic planning as “congruous and collective
exercise of foresight and taking informed decisions about the future”.

However,

This
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Another simple way of looking at strategic planning is to consider it as a
formal process of determining long-term objectives and how to achieve

them.
In practice, strategic planning deals with five separate tasks, which are
as follows:
(i)
Determination of the long-term direction of the company.
(ii) Determination of the resources requirement of the company.
(iii) Establishing of overall goals and strategies.
(iv)
Assessment
of
the
competitive position of
the
industry.
In a modern organization, strategic planning is seen as the focal point
for all planning and reporting. It is closely linked to market studies,
capital spending, contingency planning and annual profit plan or budget.
In the process of strategic planning are of three fundamental questions
that needs to ask, which are
Where is our organisation now?
Where do we want the organisation to be?
How do we get the organisation there?
These three basic questions must be objectively and sincerely answered
for the strategic planning to achieve its desired objectives. It should be
noted that both short-term and long-term strategies require planning.

3.4

Processes Involved n Strategic Planning

There are processes and methodologies involved in conducting strategic
planning.

The processes involve a step-by-step systematic approach,

which starts out from the very beginning with focus on implementation.
The standard methodology works for every organisation whether big or
small. However, industry variations and adaptations need to be made.
Such various include the following:

3.4.1

Competitive Analysis

Organisations that enjoy monopoly of their business, e.g. Power Holding
Corporation of Nigeria (PHCN), will certainly omit a step since it has no
competitor.
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Planning Horizon

Some organisations may need to plan for a long time to come especially
in trading activities (e.g. PHCN) while others may not need more than a
year‟s planning.

3.4.3

Functional Analysis

The consumer products companies are very much marketing-oriented.
Such companies must
be
serious to consider the market
products in the strategic planning.

3.4.4

Regulatory Analysis

In this aspect, some industries or businesses are more affected than the
others. For instance, tobacco companies and alcohol producing
companies are more affected than the soft drinks producing companies.

3.4.5

Technological Trends

Certainly,

technological advancement vary

advanced and the developing countries.

the organisation.
local industries.

3.4.6

vividly

between

the

This will affect the activities of

The technology must be of concern particularly to the

Economic Sensitivity

The local companies may be less sensitive than the importers.

3.5

Changing Focus of Strategic Planning

At the beginning of the 1990s, a number of researchers including Stacey
(1991) and Mintzberg (1994) began questioning the traditional and well
established line of thinking about strategic planning.

With its origin in

late 1960s and early 1970s, strategic planning had been held by many as
the most logical and effective way of devising and implementing the
strategies which would improve the competitiveness of a business unit.

However, Mintzberg argues that the creation in many large organisation
of specialist departments, staffed with strategic planners who are
involved in the thinking but not in doing or the implementation, has
created a series of difficulties and tensions. The net effect, according to
him, is that strategic planning has long since fallen from its pedestal. He
goes on to say that:
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But even now few people really understand the reason:

strategic

planning is not strategic thinking. Indeed strategic planning often
spoils strategic thinking, causing managers to confuse real vision
with the manipulation of numbers.
And this confusion lies at

heart of the issue:
plans.

the most successful strategies are reasons not

Mintzberg, in making
this assertion, highlights the way
strategic planning is indeed strategic programming, an activity which
involves articulating strategies or visions which already exist.
He
believes managers should understand the differences between planning
and strategic thinking so that they can focus upon what the development
process should really be.
This implies that the role of the planner changes significantly. For
Mintzberg, the planner‟s contribution should be
around
inside the strategy-making process. The planner should provide the
analysis and data inputs that the strategic thinker needs and not the one
supposedly correct answer to the strategic challenge being faced.

in

rather

This redefinition of roles illustrates, in turn, the distinction that needs to
be made between the analytical dimension of planning and the synthesis,
intuition and creativity that characterise true strategic thinking.
Stacey, in his own criticism of the traditional logical and sequential
approach of planning, argues for a managerial emphasis upon
adaptability, intuition, paradox and entrepreneurial creativity in order to
cope with an unpredictable and inherently unknowable future.
Stacey
highlights the importance of intuition and the need for managers to deal
with problems in a truly holistic fashion.
He goes on to suggest that
managers must learn to reason through induction rather than deduction,
and to argue by analogy, to think in metaphor and to accept paradox.
Both Mintzberg and Stacey argue for a greater creativity within the
organisation.
Stacey‟s views rest upon the idea that, because of the nature and
complexity of the business system, anything useful about the future is
essentially unknowable, something which negates the value of the
conventional planning. Wisdom that success depends upon developing
a vision of where the company wants to be in five, ten or twenty years
time, the strategy that will achieve this and a shared culture.
Stacey believes that real strategy emerges from group dynamics, from
politicking and informal lobbying in the corridors, from the complicated
patterns of relationships and interplay of personalities, from pressure
groups that spring up after the formal meetings; that real success lies not
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stability

and

“sticking

to

your

knitting”

but

in

the

between stability (in the day-to-day running of the business) and

instability (in challenging the status quo). Instability is not just due to
ignorance or incompetence; it is a fundamental part of successful
business firms (Stacey, 1994).

3.6

Strategic Planning and Responsibility

The ultimate responsibility of the planning process rests firmly with the
corporate management. In practice, organisations differ greatly both in
how they go about this and in the degree of freedom given to the
managers or individual business units. For instance, some organisations
allow business units considerable scope in developing their own
objectives and strategies, ensuring only that the promised levels of
performance are obtained. This is referred to bottom-up planning. By
contrast, others are opposed to this, in that they establish the objectives
and they
insist on being
involved in the development and
implementation of
the
strategy.
This is known as the top-down
planning.
Yet, others establish the goals and then leave the business
units to develop the strategic for their achievement. This is called goals
down-plans up planning.
Irrespective of the strategic planning approach that is adopted by the
organisation, the corporate management has the ultimate responsibility
for the four major dimensions of planning, which are:
a.

Defining of the business mission

b.

Establishing the company‟s business units (SBU‟s)

c.

Evaluating the existing business portfolio

d.

Identifying new areas for the business to enter.
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Strategic Planning, Implementation and Control Cycle

Corporate planning
Business planning
Product planning
Planning

Organising
Implementation
Implementing

Measuring results

Diagnosing results
Controlling
Taking corrective action.
Fig. 6

The strategic planning, implementation and control cycle

SELF ASSESSMENT EXERCISE
Exhaustively state the benefits of strategic planning.
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CONCLUSION

This unit
concludes that strategic planning
is very
crucial
business organisation in view of its numerous benefits.
Significant
among this is the enhancement of the competitiveness of each business
unit and the development processes that strategic planning offers. It
however, differs from
the year-to-year fiscal planning of the
organisation.

5.0

to

any

SUMMARY

This unit gives brief information on strategic planning. This is closely
followed by enumeration of the differences between strategic planning
and fiscal planning, strategic planning process and the major focus of
strategic planning.

6.0

TUTOR-MARKED ASSIGNMENT

Concisely state the major tasks and methodologies involved in strategic
planning.

7.0
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7

3.8

This unit deals with strategy formulation, particularly, the essential
elements that are involved in the formulation of strategy. It discusses
how strategy formulation gives the direction that the organisation wants

to go. The different levels of strategy formulation are enumerated. The
unit ends by giving vivid information on the background of strategy
formulation in business organisations.

2.0

OBJECTIVES

The main objectives of this unit are as follows:
to intimate you about strategy formulation
to show you how the strategy formulated indicates the direction
of the organisation
to point out the different levels of strategy formulation in an
organisation
to make you know the hierarchy of strategy formulation and the
background information involved.
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MAIN CONTENT
Meaning and Definition

Strategy formulation is the process whereby management develops an
organisation‟s strategic mission, derives specific strategic objectives and
chooses a strategy to implement. It includes all the direction-setting
components of managing the total organisation.

3.2

Formulation of Strategy and Direction of Organisation

Usually, organisation‟s managers have choices about which part to take

in achieving strategic objectives. As the adage goes, “There are more
than one way to skin a cat”. So, an organization strategy represents the
pattern of choices management has made among the alternative means.
A strategy is just the trajectory or the height path toward the target
objective. It is made up of the entrepreneurial competitive and functional
area approaches that the management intends to employ in positioning
the enterprise and in managing its overall portfolio of activities.
Since
each organisation is unique, strategy formulation is custom-tailored by
management to suit or fit all the relevant internal and external
circumstances that surround the organisation.
Also, because the
organisation‟s circumstances change, its strategy also changes and is
always evolving as the managers either fine-tune or overhaul the ways
they try to achieve strategic objectives.

3.3

Corporate-Level Strategy

This is senior management‟s game plan for directing and running the
organisation as a whole.
It cuts across all of the organisation‟s activities
such as different businesses, divisions, product line and technologies.
The corporate level strategy formulation should involve three tasks,
which are:
a.
b.
c.

Development of plan for managing the scope and the mix of the
organisation‟s various activities in order to achieve or improve
corporate performance.
Provision of
co-ordination among
different businesses in the
portfolio.
Establishment of investment priorities and allocation of corporate
resources across the company‟s different activities.

The portfolio management actions of corporate officers in entering a
new or existing businesses and in pursuing some opportunities more
boldly than others are strategically important because they determine the
organisation‟s business position.
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The strategy to be formulated at this level may be a combination of
offensive moves to pursue selected opportunities and build new or
stronger business positions, and defensive moves to protect existing
positions against emerging threats.
Co-ordination of strategic plans across business units is equally an
important task for corporate managers. This is because it is through the
co-ordination of the interrelated activities of the corporation‟s different
business units that a corporate-level competitive advantage can be
created.
Controlling the level of the pattern of corporate resource allocation is of
no less importance. It is very crucial because the number of “worthy
projects” and “can‟t miss opportunities” put forward for funding may
entail a lot of capital requirements even beyond the corporate resources.
The allocation of the resources must therefore, be genuinely done.

3.4

Line of Business Strategy Formulation

This is the managerial action plan for directing and running a particular
business unit. The strategy at this level deals explicitly with
a.
b.
c.

How the enterprise intends to compete in that specific business.
Developing
responses to
changing
industry
and
competitive
conditions.
Controlling the pattern of resources allocation within the business
unit.

The internal key to good business strategy concerns the development
and use of a strategy-supportive distinctive competence. This means the
skill or activity that a firm does especially well in comparison to the
rival firm. Formulation and selection of
a
business strategy
closely matched to the firm‟s skills resource base is very essential
For a single business enterprise, corporate strategy and business strategy
become one and the same except when the single business is
contemplating on diversification.

3.5

Functional Area Support Strategy

These are strategic formulation for managing the principal subordinate
activities within a business. This should be for each part of the business,
production, marketing, finance, research and development and human
resources.
This task is delegated by the business level manger to the
functional area heads. The functional heads then formulate strategies to
achieve their set objectives.
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Operational–Level Strategy

The operating-level strategies are formulated to enable the departmental
and supervisory-level managers carry out fine details of functional area

support strategies.

3.7

Levels of Strategy Formulation

This is another important aspect of strategic management. This aspect
brings into play the critical issue of how
the targeted results are to be
accomplished. The objectives of the organisation are the “ends” while
the strategy is the “means” of achieving them. Strategy formulation is a
difficult task. It entails taking into account all the relevant aspects of the
organisation‟s internal and external situation and coming up with a
detailed action plan for achieving the targeted short-run and long-run
results consistent with the organisation‟s objectives.
Strategy
regarded as a blueprint of all the important entrepreneurial, competitive
and
functional
area
actions
that
are
to
be
taken
pursuing
organisational objectives and positioning
the
organisation for
sustainable success. Consequently, in formulating strategy, there are
issues that must be addressed which include the following:

3.7.1

is
in

How to Respond to Changing Strategy Conditions

These conditions include shifts in customer needs, emerging industry
trends, how to defend against competitors and other externally imposed
threats, etc.

3.7.2

Resources Allocation

In formulating strategy, resources allocation over the organisation‟s
various business units, divisions, and functional departments are
important. Making decisions that will provoke investment and human
resources in the chosen strategic plan are very crucial.
To achieve
success, a kind of strategy-supportive guidelines for resources allocation
must be in place.

3.7.3

Competition within the Industry

This has to do with the decisions on how to develop customer appeal,
position
the
firm
against
rivals,
emphasise
some
and
de-emphasises others to meet some specific competitive threats, which
are
important for
survival and
the
achievement
of
definable
competitive advantage.

products
a
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The Actions
and Approaches to take
Functional Areas of an Operational Department

in

Each

The
different functional and operating
level strategies ought
co-ordinated rather than be allowed to go off on independent courses.
They need to support the creation of a sustainable competitive position
and advantage. Strategy formulation should cover the different levels of
the organisation.

of
to

the

be

There should be strategy for the organisation as a

whole (which is top management responsibility).
There should be
strategies for each line of business that the organisation is operating and
also at functional area level such as manufacturing, marketing, finance
and human resources, within each business.

There should also be

strategy formulation at the operating levels, e.g. for each functional
department and unit in order to be able to carry out the details of
functional area strategy.
Strategy formulation is mainly an exercise carried out by
entrepreneurship.
Its contents reflect the entrepreneurial
about the long-term direction of the organization: any need for major

judgments

new initiatives such as increased competitive aggressiveness,

diversification moves and divestiture of unattractive activities.
The specific involvement of entrepreneurial aspects of strategy
formulation is to:
i.

search actively for innovative ways the organisation can improve
on what it is already doing
ii.
ferret out new opportunities for the organisation to purpose
iii.
develop ways to increase the firm‟s competitive strength and put
it in a stronger position to cope with competitive forces
iv.
devise ways by
which to build and maintain a
competitive
advantage
v.
decide on how to meet threatening external developments
vi.
encourage individuals throughout the organisation to put forth
innovative proposals and champions those that have promise
vii.
direct resources away
from areas of low
or diminishing results
towards areas of high or increasing results
viii. decide when and how to diversify
ix.
choose
which business or
product to
abandon,
the ones to
continue to emphasize and the new ones to add.
So, the entrepreneur needs a critical skill to be able to make strategic
choices that will keep the organisation in a position of sustainable
success.
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Other crucial factors in strategy formulation are analysis and judgment.
The right strategy formulated and chosen for one organisation may not
be the right one for another organisation, even when they are in the same
business and the same environment.
This is because situations differ
from one organisation to another and from time to time. Also, strongly
positioned firms can do things which the weak ones dare not do, and
weak firms can do things which the strong firms cannot do.
A good
strategy is one that is right for the organisation, considering all the
relevant specifics of its situation.
Therefore, in formulating strategies, the entrepreneurial task involves
and requires heavy dozes of situational analysis and judgment with the
aim of achieving “goodness of fit” between the formulated strategy and
all the relevant aspects of the organisation‟s internal situation and
external environment. Infact, the value of any manager is in his ability to
develop customised solutions that fit the unique features of an
organisation‟s situation.
In the main, the real purpose, and value, of strategy formulation is to
come up with an action plan that will
successfully
attract
produce a sustainable competitive advantage, boost the firm‟s market
structure, put added competitive pressures on rivals, shape the nature of
the competitive battle, influence the direction of industry, change in
their favour, and push performance to superior levels. The ideal result
and outcome is the one where the firm‟s formulation strategy propels it
to a leadership position above and apart from the rival firms in the
industry in a way that earnings prosper and multiply; and its products
(services) become the standard or the yardstick for the industry
comparison.
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The Strategy Making Hierarchy

Strategy Level

Corporate Strategy

Line-of–Business
Strategy

Functional area
support strategy

Primary Strategy

Strategy

Development

and Areas of Focus

Responsibility
CEO, other key
Executive (Decisions
are typically reviewed

Making

Functions

Structuring and managing the
portfolio of business units.

(Making acquisition,
and approved by board divestitures, strengthening the
of directors)
existing position).
General Manager/head Co-ordinating business level
of Business Unit
(Decisions are typically

strategies. Building business

level competitive advantage.
reviewed) approved by Controlling the pattern of
senior corporate
resources allocation.
executive (CEO)
Choosing how to compete and
what type of competitive
advantage to build.
Functional area heads Developing response to
(Decisions are typically

changing industry and

reviewed/approved by competitive conditions.
business units/heads)
Operational-level

strategy

Departmental heads/
field unit heads lower
level managers within
functional areas
(decisions are often

Co-ordinating the role/thrust

of functional area strategies.
Controlling the pattern of
resource allocation within the

business unit. Fleshing out the
business strategy as applied to
specific functional areas and

made after consultation

developing specific functional

closely related areas

successful execution of the

with lateral pears in

area action plans to support

and are reviewed
strategy. Developing action
/approved by functional plans to carry out the day-toarea heads
day requirements of functional
area support strategies.

Adapted
from
Thompson
concepts and cases (1987).

and

Strickland,

strategic

management:

SELF ASSESSMENT EXERCISE
Clearly differentiate between the different levels of strategy formulation.

4.0
Strategy

CONCLUSION
formulation

is

a

process that

clearly

spells out

organisation‟s mission and defines what the organisation actually stands

for.

It designs specific objectives for the company and states in clear
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workable terms
objectives.

5.0

the

strategy

to

implement

in

order

to

achieve

the

SUMMARY

In this unit, we have covered the rudiments of strategy formulation and
pointed

out

how

strategy

formulation

gives

the

direction

that

strategic decision makers want to move.
It has been
that
strategies are formulated to achieve organisational goals. Usually, these
are different levels of strategy formulation especially in large
organisations.

6.0

the

shown

TUTOR-MARKED ASSIGNMENT

Clearly state the functions of each of the strategy levels known to you.

7.0
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INTRODUCTION

This unit talks about the different types of strategy that are in use in
various organisations for different organisational challenges and to
address specific issues. Such challenges and issues border on growth,
market share, product development and diversification.
Great and
difficult challenges such as liquidation, divestiture, retrenchment and
joint venture strategies could be applied in critical conditions.

2.0

OBJECTIVES

At the end of this unit, you should be able to:
understand the different kinds of strategy
know
the
conditions
that can warrant the
particular
strategy
know the last option in a business failure
provide the requirements for effective strategy development.

3.0

MAIN CONTENT

3.1

Types of Strategy

use

Strategic management and strategy formulation apply to every
organisation.
In a large organization, there may be a number of
interdependent areas of strategy.
This is conveniently defined as
corporate strategy for the entire corporate group.
It is called business
strategy
for
the unit
of
the group,
usually
referred
strategic
business unit (SBU) and a functional strategy for each part of the single
business unit. All these levels must be consistent with one another in
order for the entire organisation to be successful.

3.1.1

of

to

as

Corporate Strategy

It is the sense of directions for the entire organisation. It identifies the
businesses the organisation will engage in and those that it will not. At
this level, objectives are globally defined as well as the general
orientation for the organisation.
The objectives are usually growth,
stability or defense (retrenchment). Corporate strategy usually provides
answers to the question “what business (es) are we in?”
It reflects the
business
strategy
and
in
turn,
influences
the
business
strategy
particularly the extent of outsourcing, diversification, scale and scope.
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Business Strategy

Business strategy deals with single a SBU, how it copes with industry
environment and successfully contributes to the corporate strategy.
Business strategy by definition should have definable and identifiable
product range, market segment and competitor set.
Porter (1985)
suggests that business strategy is either cost leadership or differentiation
of products and may encompass an entire market or be focused upon a
particular segment of it. Each SBU has its business strategy.
The business strategy is the business intent, i.e. the way in which the
business wishes to proceed. Many business organisations go too far into
the future analysis of their business.
They run into problems because
the future is not known with that kind of certainty.
Therefore, what is
needed by the organisation is the broad direction and not details of how
to get there. The necessary details are fashioned out by the functional
strategies and sub-strategies developed over time.

3.1.3

Functional Strategy

There are usually a set of functional strategies for each SBU. Each will
aim to make the best use of the resources available in order to contribute
to business strategy so as to improve performance, functional strategy,
harness activities, skill and the available resources.

3.2

Alternative Strategic Directions

There are numbers of strategic directions which an organisation may
pursue. These possible development strategies are shown in Fig. 10 in
which seven alternatives are suggested based upon the extent to which
new markets or new products are sought (Ansoff, 1968). In this model,
the seventh alternative which is diversification may be split into related
and unrelated business areas.
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-

Do nothing
Withdrawal
Consolidation

-

Market penetration

- Market development

On ne w

on exi stingMa rk et foc u s

BUS

- Product development

Diversification
Related
Unrelated

On existing
on new
Table 2.1
Alternative strategic directions

3.2.1

Do Nothing

This is strategy that ensures the continuation of the existing direction,
i.e. tends to maintain the status quo. On the long-term, it may not be
beneficial but as a short-term approach it may be appropriate. Some

growth may occur if the current market grows otherwise the resource
levels and other things will remain constant.

3.2.2

Withdrawal

Using this strategy, the organisation has to remove itself from the
industry due to an irreversible decline in demand, adverse competitive

pressure and environmental changes or opportunity cost that indicates
other business activities after a more appropriate strategic direction. It is
a strategy of assets realisation and resources deployment.

3.2.3

Consolidation

This occurs when a dominant industry organisation aims at stability in
order to accumulate cash reserves for future activities. Consolidation is
achieved by cutting down costs and/or increase prices with the aim of
obtaining better margin. It is strictly followed to maintain the current
market share. A similar strategy with the intention to reduce the scale of
operation is called retrenchment.

3.3

Integration Strategies

These are the forward, backward and horizontal integration strategies.
They are sometimes collectively called vertical integration strategies.
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These strategies allow the firms to gain control over distributors,
suppliers or competitions.

3.3.1

Forward Integration

This involves gaining ownership or increased control over distributors
or retailers.

3.3.2

Backward Integration

This is a strategy for seeking ownership or increased control of a firm‟s
suppliers.
The strategy is appropriate when a company‟s current
suppliers are unreliable, costly or cannot meet t he company‟s demand.
Some firms use backward integration to gain control over suppliers but
some companies instead owe their suppliers and negotiate with several
outside suppliers.

3.3.3

Horizontal Integration

It refers to a strategy of seeking ownership of or increased control over a
firm‟s competitors.
This is the most significant trend in strategic
management of today.
It is a growth strategy.
Mergers, acquisitions
and take-overs among competitors allow for increased economies of
scale and enhance transfer of resources and competencies.

3.4

Intensive Strategies

Market penetration, market development and product development are
referred to as “intensive strategies”.
This is because they require
intensive efforts to improve a firm‟s competitive position with existing
products.

3.4.1

Market Penetration

This seeks to increase market share for present products or services in
present markets through greater marketing efforts. It involves increasing
the number of sales persons, advertising expenditures, offering extensive
sales promotion items and increasing publicity efforts.

3.4.2

Market Development

This involves the introduction present products or services into new
geographical areas. Many domestic firms are striving hard to carry their
products abroad.
Expansion into the world market is however, no
guarantee for success. It is more important to allow greater care in
quality control and consumer services.
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3.5

Diversification Strategies

Generally, there are three types of diversification strategies, namely,
concentric, horizontal and conglomerate.

Diversification strategies are

becoming less popular. This is because organisations are finding it more
and to manage
diverse
business activities.
Peters and
advice to firms is to stick to the knitting and not to stray too far from the
firm‟s basic area of competence.

Waterman‟s

However, diversification is still an appropriate and successful strategy.
For a company like Philip Morris diversification makes sense because
cigarette consumption is declining, product liability suits are a risk and

some investors reject tobacco stock on principle.

3.5.1

Concentric Diversification

An example is the New Nigeria Newspapers going into exercise book
production.

The two products have both marketing and technological

energy but may not have the same set of customers.

3.5.2

Horizontal Diversification

This strategy‟s is not
as risky
as the
conglomerate diversification
because the firm should be familiar with its present customers, e.g. New
Nigerian Newspaper Company going into property development and
house building. These two products have neither marketing nor
technological synergy but may have the same set of customers.

3.5.3

Conglomerate Diversification

The strategy entails adding new unrelated products or services.
Conglomerate diversification is practised partly in expectation of profit
from breaking up acquired firms and selling divisions piecemeal. This
means that the company‟s assets are worth more separately than when
they are together. There is a kind of anti synergy, the whole being worth
less than the units.

3.6
3.6.1

Defensive Strategies
Joint Ventures

This is a strategy that occurs when two or more companies form a
temporary partnership or a consortium for the purpose of capitalizing on
some opportunities.
It is considered defensive because the firm is not
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undertaking the project alone.
Two or more firms may have shared
equity ownership in the new entity.
Other corporate arrangements
include research and development partnership, cross-distribution
agreements, cross-licensing
agreements, cross-manufacturing
agreements and joint bidding consortia. Joint ventures and co-operative
arrangements are being used because they improve company
communications, networking and minimize risk.
Cooperative
arrangements even between competitors are on the increase.

3.6.2

Retrenchment

This strategy occurs when an organisation regroups through cost and
assets reduction to reverse declining sales and projects. It is sometimes
called turnaround
or
re-organisational strategy.
Retrenchment
entail selling off land and building to raise the needed cash, pruning
product line, closing obsolete factories or marginal business, reducing
the number of employees and instituting expenses control system.
In
some case, bankruptcy can be an effective type of retrenchment strategy.
Bankruptcy can allow a firm to avoid major debts obligations and to
avoid union contracts.
Bankruptcy is a liquidation used only when a
company sees no hope of being able to operate successfully or to obtain
necessary creditor agreement.

3.6.3

Divestiture

This is a strategy involving the sale of a division or part of an
organisation. It could be part of an overall retrenchment strategy to rid
an organisation of businesses that are unprofitable, that require too much
capital or that do not fit well with the firms other activities.

3.6.4

Liquidation

Liquidation is a strategy that involves selling all of a company‟s assets
or in parts, for their tangible worth.
Liquidation is a recognition of
defeat and consequently can be an emotionally difficult strategy.
However, it may be better to ease operating than to continue losing large
sums of money.
Combination of Strategies
Many organisations pursue a combination of two or more strategies
simultaneously. However, no one organisation can afford to pursue all
the strategies that will benefit the firm because organization, like
individuals, has limited resources; difficult decisions must be made and
priorities must be established.
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Therefore, organisations must choose among alternative strategies.
In
large diversified companies, a combination strategy is used when
different divisions pursue different strategies. Similarly, organisations
struggling to survive may use a combination of several defensive
strategies such as divestiture, liquidation
and retrenchment
simultaneously.

3.7

Requirements for Developing Effective Strategies

Alternative strategies are derived from the firm‟s mission, objectives,
external and internal audits. They are consistent with or built upon, past
strategies that have worked well. There are many methods of developing
effective strategies. The requirements may involve:

3.7.1

A Routine Method

This involves looking at what the company has been doing in the past.
Caution must however; be exercised in adopting this technique since the
new challenge or problem may be a break away from the past.

3.7.2

Creativity

As a strategist, you may attempt to conceptualise a scenario of the
organisation and try to develop effective strategy.

3.7.3

Brainstorming

Developing effective strategies may also require putting together many
experts for a number of days for brainstorming.

3.7.4

Consultant Services

Many managers now employ the services of consultants for developing
effective company strategies.

3.7.5

Holistic Approach

Strategic planning should be initiated by a company‟s top management
because of the broad perspective of these executives. The strategic
process works from general to specific. This is called holistic
approach
to strategic planning.

3.7.6
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Some researchers believe
that the holistic
approach is
tactical approach in certain circumstances. With the tactical approach,
strategic managers work up through the firm in their study of its
potential.

Strategic management process must be a people process for it

to be successful. Through the involvement in the process, the managers
and employees become committed to supporting the organisation.

3.7.7

Dialogue

Dialogue and participation are also essential ingredients.

3.7.8

Informed Employees

Fundamental to effective strategy development are fully informed
employees at all levels in the organisation.

Every employee must be

informed of business objectives, the process of achieving the objectives,
customers, competitors and product plans.

3.7.9

Global Factors

Global factors must be considered in developing effective strategy. The
boundaries of countries can no longer define the limits of people‟s
imaginations. To see the world from the perspective of others has
become a matter of survival for business.
The price and quality of a
firm‟s product must be competitive on a worldwide basis not just on a
local basis.
Based on past experience, judgment and feelings, intuition is essential to
making good strategic decisions.

Intuition must be integrated with

analysis in decision making. This is because analytical thinking and
intuitive thinking complement each other. Operating from the “I have
already made up my mind, don‟t bother me with the facts made”, is not
management by intuition; it is management by ignorance.
SELF ASSESSMENT EXERCISE
Clearly enumerate the conditions that could make a named company
adopt withdrawal, retrenchment, liquidation or a divestiture strategy.

4.0

CONCLUSION

Every organisation adopts strategic management. This is however, used
to different degrees in different organisations. At the corporate level,
there is corporate strategy and business strategy at each business level.
Alternative business directions are also provided for organisation to
pursue.
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SUMMARY

This unit
discusses different types of
strategy
such as
business and functional strategy. Alternative strategy directions are also
provided as the case may be. The requirements for developing proper
and effective strategies for approach a particular situation are clearly
stated.

6.0

corporate,
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Discuss the various strategies that a company needs to adopt at the
various stages of a new product life cycle?

7.0
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5

Unit ten deals with strategy implementation and execution which means
that translating a decision into action is essentially an administrative
task. The
unit
discusses matching
organisation‟s strategy
implementation with the structure to be able to achieve organisation‟s
objectives.

2.0
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After
proper reading
and understanding
should be able to do the following:

of

this

unit,

the

candidates

explain the meaning of strategy implementation
ascertain whose task is strategy implementation
know the essence of strategy implementation
appreciate the importance of matching strategy implementation
and structure.

3.0

MAIN CONTENT

3.1

Strategy Implementation

Strategy implementation is concerned with translating a decision into
action.
This presupposes that the decision itself (i.e.
choice) is made with some thoughts being given to feasibility and
acceptability.
The allocation of resources to new courses of action is
needed to be undertaken and there may be a need for adopting the
organisation‟s structure to handle new activities as well as training
personnel and devising appropriate systems. Strategic implementation
is often called the action stage of strategic management.

the

strategic

Strategy implementation and execution is essentially an administrative

task.
This is equally true of putting the strategy in place and getting
individuals or
the whole of
the managerial challenge
happen” It involves the following:
a.

Building an organisation capable of carrying out the strategic
plan.
b.
Developing strategy–supportive budget and programmes
c. Instilling
a strong organisation-wide
commitment both to
organisational objectives and the chosen strategy.
d.
Linking the motivation and reward structure directly to achieving
the targeted results.
e.
Installing policies and procedures that facilitate strategy
implementation.
f.
Developing information and reporting system to track and control
the progress of strategy implementation.
g.
Exerting the internal leadership needed to drive implementation
forward and to keep improving the strategy being executed.
Managers at all levels in the organization are involved in the
development of an action agenda for implementation and execution.
Each manager starting from the headquarters of the organisation down

to each operating department is involved in providing answers to such
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questions as “what is required for us to implement part of our overall
strategic plan and how can we best get it done?”
When this is properly done, the tasks will involve scrutinising every
operating activity to see what action can be taken in order to improve

strategy practices and behaviours in the organisation members.
The
task of
implementing
and executing a
strategy
of
moving deliberately to create a variety of “fits” that provides the

is

a

process

organisation with strategy. The task of consciously fitting the “way we

see things around here” to the requirements of first-rate strategy
execution, according to Thompson Strickland, produces a strategysupportive organisational culture and work climate.
However, implementation fails and is defeated completely if the
ingrained attitude, and the practices of the managers and employees are
hostile or at cross-purposes with the needs of the strategy, and if their
customary ways of doing things block strategy implementation instead
of facilitating it.
In view of the importance of proper implementation and execution of
strategy to an organisation‟s success, Thompson and Strickland suggest
that a number of fits are required and they include:
1)
Strategy and the internal organisational structure
2)
Strategy
and
organisational
skills/technical
knowhow/operational capabilities
3)
Strategy and the allocation of budgets and staff size
4)
Strategy and the organisation‟s system of reward and incentives
5)
Strategy and internal policies, practices and procedures.
6)
Strategy and the internal organisation‟s atmosphere, which are
determined by the values and beliefs shared by managers and
employees, the philosophies and decision making styles of senior
managers, and other factors that make up the organisation‟s
personality and culture.
Broadly speaking, the management task of strategy implementation is
done by scrutinising the whole internal organisation to diagnosis what
strategy-supportive approaches would be needed and the actions to take
to accomplish such strategies. In this task, the different pieces of the
implementation plan need to be arranged into a pattern of action that
will produce an orderly change from the old strategy to the new strategy.
The management will need to ensure that the necessary changes
embarked upon will not create disruption and disaster.
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In this regard, both the sequence of actions and the speed of
implementation are important aspects of uniting the entire organisation
behind strategy accomplishment. The challenge to the leadership of the
organisation is how to stimulate the enthusiasm, pride, commitment and
dedication of managers and employees such that an organization-wide
crusade emerges to carry out the chosen strategy and to achieve the
targeted results.
Thompson and Strickland consistently maintain that the two things that
lie at the root of what separates the best managed organisations from the
rest are:
a.

Supervisor entrepreneurship involving a well-conceived strategy
plan that positions the organisation in the right way at the right
time.

b.

Competent implementation and execution of the chosen strategy.
They
noted that a
well
formulated, well
implemented and
executed strategy is the surest route to achieving an attractive
competitive advantage and enhanced organisational performance
over the long term.
Practitioners emphatically state that it is a
whole lot easier to develop a sound strategic plan than to
implement it or “make it happen”.

3.2

Strategy Implementation and Organisational Structure

The job of a strategy manager is complicated when it comes to
implementation due to the number of tasks to be performed and the
variety of ways in which each of them can be approached.
For successful implementation of a strategy, it has to be along the
organisation‟s overall condition and setting, the nature of the strategy
and the amount of strategy change envisaged. That is to say, shifting to
a
bold new strategy
poses different implementation problems
fine-tuning the strategy already in place. Strategy implementation will
also have to be guided along the manager‟s own skills, style and
methods.

than

Strategy implementation includes developing an affective organisational
structure, redirecting marketing efforts, preparing budgets, developing
and utilizing information systems and motivating individuals to act.
Implementing entails mobilising the employees and managers to put
formulated strategies into action. Strategic implementation is the most
difficult stage
in strategic
management. It
requires
personnel discipline, commitment and sacrifice.
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Successful strategy implementation hinges upon the manager‟s ability to
motivate employees, which is more of an art than a science. Strategies
formulated but not implemented serves no useful purposes.
Strategy implementation activities affect both employees and managers
in the organisation. Every department, division or unit must be involved.

The
challenge
of
implementation is
to
stimulate
and
employees throughout an organisation to work with pride towards
achieving stated objectives.
For effective and adequate Strategic implementation, some organisations
development corporate culture and whatever strategy is to be
implemented must follow that culture. For example, in Japan, there is
an employment pool for an organisation. This anis is with the concept
that the longer an employee is kept in this regard of the corporate
cultures “this is the way we do it”. This may create a problem and the
strategist must make a decision on how to turn around the fortunes of an
ailing organisation, in which case he has the line of the organisation‟s
culture. There must be the right leadership to implement the necessary
strategy in order to achieve the corporate objectives. Usually, an
organisation‟s culture is one of the major barriers of strategy
implementation.
If
a
change
is
carried
out
cost,
the
implementation may fail if consideration is not given to the
organization‟s culture and structure.

3.3

managers

at

Matching Organisation’s Structure Strategy

A few hard and fast rules must be considered for a strategic
implementation to be successful.
This is because every strategy is
grounded in its own set of key success factors and certain critical tasks.
Also, every firm has some historical backgrounds based on the previous
organisation‟s decisions.
The easy way out is to design the internal
organisational structure around key success factors and critical tasks
inherent in the firms strategy.
This implies that the organisation‟s
structure must be matched with the formulated strategies for success.
To be able to achieve this Thompson and Strickland highlights five
sequence procedures as a useful guide for fitting structure to strategy.
They are:
(i)
(ii)

Pinpoint the key
functions and task requisite for
strategy execution.
Reflect on how the strategy‟s critical functions and organisational
units relate to those that are routine and to those that provide staff
support.

successful

all
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Make strategic critical business units and functions the main
organisational building blocks.
Determine the degree of authority needed to manage each
organisational unit, bearing in mind both benefits and cost of
decentralised decision making.
Provide for co-ordination among the various organisation‟s units

The organisational structure must fit the size of the organisation, the
strategy, volatility, complexity of the environment and personnel
characteristics.
Quite often changes in strategy require changes in the way an
organisation is structured for two major reasons:
i)

ii)

Structure largely dictates
how objectives and
policies will be
established.
Objectives and policies are stated largely in terms of
products in an organisation whose structure is based on product
groups.
Structure
dictates how
resources would be
allocated.
organisation‟s structure is based on customer groups, then
resources would be allocated in that manner.
A restructuring
gives all top managers added responsibilities and encourage the
introduction of new products. However, the structure that is good
for one organisation may not be good for another.

Note that all successful firms in a given industry do not end to organize
themselves in a similar way. For example, consumer good companies
tend to emulate the product firm of organisation. Small firms tend to be
functionally structured (centralised), medium-sized firms tend to be
divisionally structured (decentralized); large firms tend to use SBUs or
matrix
structure.
As
organisations grow, their structure
change from simple to complex as a result of linking together of several
basic strategies.
The transition from strategy formulation to strategy implementation
requires a shift in responsibilities from strategist to divisional and

functional manager. This shift may create implementation problems in
responsibilities especially if strategy formulation decision comes as a
surprise to middle and lower level managers.
Mangers and employees are motivated more by perceived self interests
than by the organisation‟s interests unless the two coincide.
So, it is
important that divisional and functional managers be involved as much
as possible in strategy formulation and implementation. Managers and
other employees throughout an organisation should participate early and
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directly in strategy implementation decisions.
Top-down flow of
communication is essential for developing bottom-up support.

3.4

Marketing

In addition to organising culture and structure, marketing is another
crucial matter in strategy implementation. No matter the quality and the
price of the organisation‟s products if there is no adequate market the
company will fail.
Marketing must be given serious consideration in
strategy implementation.

3.5

Personnel

Equally crucial to strategy implementation is the personnel factor. This
may require training of staff to get the desired change through their
newly acquired skills and knowledge. No matter how good a strategy
may be, if there is no right personnel in the leadership position to
implement, the strategy will fail.
Symptoms of an ineffective organisational structure include too many
levels of management, too many meetings attended by too many people,
too much attention directed towards unachieved objectives.
SELF ASSESSMENT EXERCISE
Explain the manager‟s challenges of making strategy implementation
work.

4.0

CONCLUSION

Strategy implementation is seen as translating the decisions made into
action. However, for strategy implementation to be successful, it has to
be matched and has to be in harmony and not in conflict, with the
organisation‟s structure.

5.0

SUMMARY

Strategy implementation embraces the full range of managerial activities
associated with putting the strategy into place, supervising its pursuit
and achieving the targeted result.
Successful strategy implementation
depends on the skills of working through others, organising, motivating,
culture building and creating stronger fits between strategy and how the
organisation operates.

6.0
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Why do some organisations perform better than others? And what is the
relationship between the organisation‟s structure and strategy

implementation?

7.0
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

3.6

This unit deals essentially with strategy evaluation.
The need for
evaluation of strategies being adopted is properly set out. Evaluation is
necessary especially for corrective adjustment.
A good strategy may also need improvement since no condition or
situation is permanent.
There are many approaches to strategy
evaluation as will be seen in this unit.

2.0

OBJECTIVES

At the end of this unit, you should be able to:
see the need for strategy evaluation
know the strategy evaluation activities
know the various techniques for strategy evaluation
know the strengths and weaknesses of each strategy evaluation
technique.

3.0
3.1

MAIN CONTENT
Reasons for Strategy Evaluation

Strategy formation and strategy implementation are done once and forall-time in the life of an organisation.
In both cases, situations arise
which warrant corrective adjustment. For instance, a strategy may need
to be modified because it is not working well or because the changing
environmental conditions necessitate fine-tuning or major overhauling.
Also, a good strategy may require certain improvements. The condition
that can require changes in a desirable strategy include changes in the
industry‟s competitive conditions, emergence of new opportunities or
threats, new executive leadership and reordering of objectives.
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Similarly, the need for strategy implantation evaluation may arise when
one or another aspect of implementation does not go well as planned.
Other reasons may include changing internal conditions, experiences
with current strategy implementation and execution.
Also, strategy evaluation is necessary when testing out new ideas and
learning what works and what does not work through trial and error.
All this makes it incumbent on the management to always monitor not
only how well the chosen strategy is working but also how well the
implementation is going on. The outcome may necessities corrective

adjustment if better ways of doing things can be spotted and supported.
Consequently, the function of strategy management is ongoing and is
not something to be done once and then forgotten or neglected. Strategy
evaluation is necessary because success today is not a guarantee of
success tomorrow. Success always creates new and different problems.

3.2

Evaluation of Business Strategy

This is the final stage in strategy management. All strategies must be
subjected to future modifications because external factors are constantly
changing.
Three
fundamental strategy
evaluation activities
(a) reviewing external and internal factors, which form the basis for the
current strategies, (b) measuring performance and (c) taking corrective
actions.
Since
success
always
creates
new
and
different
complacent organisations experience demise, strategy evaluation forms
an essential step in the process of guiding an enterprise. It is an appraisal
of how well a business performs; that is, how it grows and profits rate:
normal, better or worse. This will assist the organisation in knowing
whether or not the strategy is sound. Strategy evaluation is an attempt to
look beyond the obvious regarding the short-term health of business.
The
products of proper business strategy
evaluation should
vivid or clear answers to these three basic questions.
(i)
Are the objectives of the business appropriate?
(ii) Are the major policies and
plans appropriate?
(iii) Do the results obtained to date confirm or
assumptions on which the strategy rests?

include

problems

provide

refute the critical
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An implemented strategy must be monitored in order to determine the
extent to which it is resulting in the achievement of its set objectives.
Strategic managers must be on the watch out for early signs of the
responsiveness of the market place to their strategies. They must also
provide the means for monitoring and controlling to ensure that their
strategic plan is followed adequately, properly and correctly.
The
underlining and ultimate test of a strategy is its proven ability to achieve
its ends, i.e., the actual annual objectives, long-term objectives and
mission.
In the final analysis, a company is said to be successful if only its
strategy achieves its objectives.

3.3

Approaches to Strategy Evaluation

Approaches to strategy evaluation at the corporate level vary with a
firm‟s make up. In an enterprise with a broad-based diverse revenue
base, the main analytical considerations are
(i)
(ii)

(iii)

appraising the health of the firm‟s portfolio;
diagnosing the relative long-term attractiveness of each business

in the portfolio;
choosing when and how to upgrade the performance of the total
business portfolio. This should be through stronger co-ordination
and management of the existing business, the addition of new
business units to the firm‟s makeup and/or divestiture of the weak
performers and misfits.

In diversified firms, corporate managers do little more than review and
approve line-of-business strategies.
On some occasions, they may
suggest broad business strategy direction. However, the specifics of
business level and functional area strategies are typically delegated to
subordinate managers with profit-and-loss responsibility for particular
business units and product lines.
Usually, creating a fit between
corporate and business strategies is something that corporate managers
and business unit managers often negotiate.
Internal consensus must be reached regarding whether and how related
activities of the various business units will be co-ordinated. Corporate
management has to be convinced that the chosen business-level strategy
has an attractive corporate payoff and is willing to provide whatever
corporate level resources are needed for successful strategy
implementation. It should be noted that business strategy must be
responsive to corporate priorities and match up with both corporate
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resources and long-term direction.
So, there
between the analysis of corporate and business strategies.

is

a

two-way

traffic

The situation of the single-business enterprise contrasts that of the
diversified firms.
In single-business or dominant-business enterprises
evaluating the strategy of the core business is the centre of corporate
headquarters‟ attention.
After this, diversification and other portfolio
questions in relation with corporate strategy could be addressed. In this
type of a firm, corporate strategy and business strategy analysis are not
divorced for the following reasons:
a.
b.

Activities outside the core business contribute minimally to the
sales and the profits.
The questions of where do we go from here hinges on the health
and attractiveness of the main business. So in dominant-business
companies, corporate strategy takes its clues from the business
strategy instead of the reverse.

Whichever kind of approach is adopted, sound strategy analysis starts
with a probing of the organisation‟s present strategy and business
makeup.

3.4

Techniques of Portfolio Evaluation

The major techniques of identifying and evaluating portfolio of business
in any organisation are:
Boston Consulting Growth (BCG) or growth share matrix.
The GE-a-cell directional approach.
Hofer author d. little product/market evolution matrix
The general electric model.
But by far, the most popular approach is the BCG approach or the
growth share matrix.
3.5

Growth

Share

Matrix

for

Evaluating

Portfolios
The most popular analytical technique for evaluating the overall makeup
of a diversified growth of business units involves the use of Boston
Consulting Growth (BCG) or growth share matrix.
This involves the
construction of a business portfolio matrix which is a two-dimensional
graphic portfolio of the comparative positions of different businesses.
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The revealing variables in this approach have been industry growth rate,
market

share,

long-term

industry

attractiveness, competitive strength

and stage of product or market evaluation.
The use of two-dimensional business portfolio matrix as a tool for
corporate strategy evaluation is based on relative simplicity of
constructing them as well as the clarity of the overall picture that they
produce.
The first business portfolio matrix to receive widespread usage was a
four-square grip pioneered by Boston Consulting Group (BCG). The
matrix is found using industry growth rate and relative market share as
the axes. Each business unit in the corporate portfolio appears as a
“bubble” on the four-cell matrix with the size of each “bubble” or circle
scaled according to the percent of revenues it represents in the overall
corporate portfolio.
The BCG technique arbitrarily place the dividing line between “high”
and “low” industry growth rates at around twice the real GND growth
rate plus inflation.

3.5.1

Relative Market Share

This is defined as the ratio of a business‟s market share to the market
share held by the largest rival firm in the industry.
The market share is
measured in terms of unit volume and not in naira.
Example 1:
Assume business A has 15% share of the industry‟s total
volume and the share held by the largest rival is 30%, then A‟s relative
market share is 0.5.
Example 2:
If business B has a market-leading share of 40% and its
largest rival has a 30% share, then B‟s relative market share is 1.33
The
implication of
BCG relative market share
matrix
only
business units will have relative market share values greater than one.
The business units in the portfolio that trails behind the rival firms in the
market share will have ratios below 1.0.
The most stringent BCG standard calls for the border between “high” or
“low” relative market shares with the grid to be set at 1.0.
A ratio of
0.10 indicates that the business has a market share of only 1.10 of the
market share of the largest firm in the market while a ratio of 0.80
indicates a market share that is 4/5 or 80% as big as the leading firm‟s
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share. However, locating the dividing line between “high” and “low” at
about 0.75 (75%) or 0.8 (80%) is a reasonable compromise.
The advantages of using relative market share include:
(i)
(ii)

3.5.2

It is a
better indicator
of
comparative
market
competitive position.
It is more likely a reflection of relative cost based on experience
in producing the product and economy of large-scale production.

strength

and

Question Marks and Problem Children

Rapid market growth makes such business units to be attractive. They
have
relatively
low
market share
which
raises the
possibility of the profit potential associated with market growth being
realistically captured, hence the question mark designation.

doubt

on

the

high

Question mark businesses have financial needs because of their low
market share and thinner profit margins. The challenge to the strategic
decision maker is to decide whether it is worthwhile to use the corporate
money to support the question mark business. ? BCG recommends two
options for this group of businesses, namely,
i.
ii.

Aggressive
grow-and-build strategy
to capitalise
on
growth opportunity.
Divestiture, in event that the grow-and-build strategy constitutes
too much of a financial risk.

Therefore, the
strategy prescription for managing questions
mark/problem children business is to divest those that are weaker and
less attractive and groom the attractive ones to become tomorrow‟s
“stars”.

3.5.3

Stars

The “stars” are the businesses with high relative market share position in
high growth markets. They offer both excellent profit and excellent
growth opportunities. The business enterprises depend on them to boost
overall performance of the total portfolio.
Stars require large cash investments to support expansion of production
facilities and working capital needs. They often tend to generate their
own large internal cash flows because of low-cost advantage resulting
from economies of scale and production experience.
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According to BCG, some stars are virtually self-sustaining in terms of
cash flow and make little demand on the corporate purse. Yong stars
however, require substantial investment capital beyond what they can
generate on their own and may thus be cash hogs.

3.5.4

Cash Cows

These are businesses with a high relative market share in a low-growth

market. Their position tends to yield substantial cash surplus over and
above
what is needed for
reinvestment and growth in
“Many of today‟s cash cows are yesterday‟s stars” is a popular phrase in

the

business.

strategic management. From the growth standpoint, cash cows are less
attractive but they are very valuable because they can be “milking” for

their cash to pay corporate dividends and corporate overhead. They
provide the cash for financing new acquisitions and the funds for
investing in young stars and problem children that are groomed as the
next round of stars. It means that the “cash cows provide the naira to
„feed‟ the cash hogs”. Usually, strong cash cows are not harvested but
are maintained in a health status to sustain long-term cash flow. Weak
cash cows may be designated as prime candidates for harvesting and
eventual divestiture if their industry becomes unattractive.

3.3.5

Dogs

Dogs are businesses with low growth and low relative market share in
the BCG matrix. This is because of their weak competitive position
resulting
perhaps, from
high cost,
low-quality
products and
less
effective marketing.
They also have low profit potential that often
accompanies slow growth or
impending market decline.
Dogs
unable to generate attractive cash flows on a long-term basis; sometimes
they do not produce enough cash to fund a hold-and-maintain strategy.
The BCG prescription is that dogs be harvested, divested or liquidated
depending on the alternative that yields the most attractive amount of
cash for redeploying to other businesses or to new acquisitions.
The implication of BCG matrix for corporate strategy it draws attention
to the cash flow and investment characteristics of various types of
businesses in order to optimise the long-term strategic position and
performance of the corporate portfolio. The weaker and less attractive
question mark businesses not worthy of financial investment necessary
to fund a long-term grow-and-build strategy are portfolio liabilities.
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Dogs are retained only as long as they can contribute positive cash flow
and not tie up assets and resources that could be more profitably
redeployed.
There are two disaster sequences in the BCG scheme: when a star‟s
position in the matrix erodes over time to that of a problem child then it
falls to become a dog and when a cash cow loses a market leadership to
the point
where
it
becomes a
hog
on the
decline.
mistakes include over investing in a safe cash cow; under investing in a
question mark so that instead of moving into the “star” category, it
tumbles into a dog; and short gunning resources thinly over many

question marks rather than concentrating them in the best question mark
to boost their chances of becoming “stars” not harvested but are
maintained in a healthy status to sustain long-term cash flow.

3.6

The BCG Growth Share Business Portfolio Matrix

Indus try gro wth r a te

RELATIVE MARKET SHARE POSITION

High 20% (Faster
than the economy
as a whole)

Low 10% (Slower
than the economy
as a whole)

Figure 11.1: The BCG Growth-Share Business Portfolio Matrix
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SELF ASSESSMENT EXERCISE
Briefly enumerate the strengths and weaknesses of BCG A-cell matrix
for business portfolio evaluation

4.0

CONCLUSION

Strategies need to be evaluated for corrective adjustment, improvement
or
when there
are
new ideas and innovations.
There
many
approaches to strategy evaluation. Each of these approaches has its own
weaknesses and strengths. The popular BCG 4-cell matrix has been
heavily criticised paving way for other techniques of evaluation.

5.0

are

SUMMARY

This unit considers the reasons for strategy evaluation. It gives the
approaches and techniques for strategy and businesses portfolio
evaluation. The unit enumerates the strengths and weaknesses of BCG
approach in detail. It gives the obvious reasons for the creation of
additional

techniques

of

evaluation

to

address

the

shortcomings

of

BCG-4-cell approach.

6.0

TUTOR-MARKED ASSIGNMENT

Is strategy
evaluation
strategy evaluation.

7.0

worthwhile?

List

various

techniques

of
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5

This unit is important in view of the various shortcomings that are
associated with BCG portfolio evaluation. These observed weaknesses
of BCG created the obvious need for more probing techniques of
business strategy evaluation. These are considered in this unit. Other
approaches include General Electric Motor (GE) approach and the life
cycle
matrix
approaches,
which
take
care
of
weaknesses.

2.0

OBJECTIVES

This unit is written with certain objectives. It is hoped that after you
have carefully and thoroughly studied the unit these objectives will be
achieved. The objectives of this unit therefore include:
understanding that in spite of the popularity of BCG model, it has
its shortcomings
to point out the weaknesses of BCG model
to have a better and correct strategic business evaluation using
alternative methods.
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3.0

MAIN CONTENT

3.1

The Need for Other Techniques of Strategy Evaluation

There is need for other techniques of strategy evaluation.
This need
arises out of the observable weaknesses or shortcomings of BCG growth
share matrix.

3.2

Shortcomings of BCG

a.
hides

The BCG 4-cell matrix is based on high-low classification. This
the fact that there
are
“average”
growth rates to

classified neither as high nor

be

low; medium and high may be

better.
b.

It may
be
misleading to neatly
categorise all
businesses or
members of
a
business
portfolio
into
just
four
types
of
businesses: cash cow star, dogs and question marks.
Some
market leaders may be getting stronger while others are getting
weaker.
A few one-time starts or cash cows have ended up in
bankruptcy.
Hence, the characteristics to assess are the trend in a
firm‟s relative market share, i.e., is it gaining ground or losing
ground and why?
This particular weakness of BCG can be
corrected
by
indicating
each business‟s present and future
position in the matrix.

c.

Bell and Hammnd (1979) particularly argue that BCG matrix is
not a reliable indicator relative to investment opportunity across
business units.
They
state
that investing in a
star
not
necessarily more attractive than investing in a lucrative cash cow.
The matrix results are silent over when a question mark business
is a potential winner or being likely loser.

The matrix also says

nothing about a shrewd investment becoming a string dog, star or
a cash cow.
d.

e.

The connection between relative market share and profitability is
not as light as the
experience
curve
effect
The
importance of cumulative production experience in lowering unit
cost varies from industry to industry

implies.

A thorough assessment of the relative long-term attractiveness of
business units in the business portfolio requires an examination
of more than just marketing growth and relative share variables.

f.
Being
a
market leader in a slow–growth
industry is not a sure
guarantee of cash status because (i) the investment requirements

is
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of a hold-and-maintain strategy, given the impact of information
on the cost of replacing worn-out facilities and equipment, can

soak up much, if not all, of the available internal cash flow, and
(ii)
as
market
matures, competitive forces
often
ensure a vigorous battle for volume and market share, can shrink

stiffen,

and

profit margins and surplus cash flows.
Consequent upon these
shortcomings, an alternative
approach
avoids some of the shortcomings of the BCGs growth can be sought
with the help from the consulting firm of McKinley and company. The
GE effort is a 9-cell portfolio matrix based on the two dimensions of
long-term product market attractiveness and business strength/
competitive position.
In the GE 9-cell matrix, as shown in Fig. 10 the area of the circles is
proportional to the size of the industry, and the pie slices within the
circles reflect the business market share.

Fig. 8:

General Electric 9-cell business portfolio matrix

The vertical axis represents each industry‟s long-term attractiveness.
This is defined as a composite weighting of market growth rate, market
size, historical and projected industry profitability, market structure and
competitive intensity, economies of scale, seasonality and cyclical
influences, technological and capital requirement, emerging threats and
opportunities, and social environmental and regulatory influences.
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In this procedure, each industry is assigned an attractive importance and
each business is rated on each factor, using a 1 to 5 rating scale.

A

weighted composite rating is thus obtained.
Example:
Industry attractiveness factor:
1. Market size
2. Project rate of market growth
3 Historical and projected
profitability
4. Intensity of competition
5 Emerging opportunities
6 Seasonality and cyclical influence
7 Technological and capital require
8 Environmental impact
9 Social/political regularity factor
must be acceptable

Weight
0.15
0.20
0.10

Rating
5
1
1

Value
0.75
0.20
0.10

0.20
0.15
0.05
0.10
0.05

5
1
2
3
4
-

1.00
0.15
0.10
0.30
0.20
2.90

Acceptable -

1.0

Thus, each business is rated using this approach to arrive at a measure
of business strength and competitive position. The competitive values
for long-term product market attractiveness and business/competitive
position are then used to plot each business‟s position in the matrix.

3.3
(1)
upper

The Corporate Strategy Implication
The

vertical

lines

consisting

of

three

cells

at

left
indicate that long-term industry attractiveness and business
strength/competitive position are favourable.

The businesses in

these zones are given a high priority in terms of fund allocation.
(2)

The second zone, i.e., the un-shaded zone, comprising these three
cells which usually carry medium investment allocation. The
strategy to be adopted here is hold-and maintain.

(3)

The third zone, i.e. the horizontal lines, is composed of the 3 cells
in the lower right corner of the matrix.

The strategy prescription here is typically harvest or divest. However,
in every exceptional case, such a business can be rebuilt or repositioned
using a turn around approach.
The 9-cell GE approach has some merits. It is a 3-cell GE approach
which is as follows:
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a.

It allows for intermediate ranking between high and low, and
between strong and weak.

b.

It considers
variables.

c.

It emphasis channeling of corporate resources to those businesses
that combine medium-to-high product-market attractiveness with
average-to-strong business strength or competitive position. The
fact is that the greatest probability of competitive advantage and
superior performance lies in these combinations.

3.4

much

wider

varieties

of

strategically

The Lifecycle Matrix

In order to identify a developing winner type of business, Hofer (1978)
has developed a 15-cell matrix in which business is plotted in terms of
stage of industry evolution and competitive position.

This is supposed

to be an improvement over the 9–cell GE approach.
Just as in the
previous approaches the cycles represent the sizes of the industries
involved and the pie wedges denote the business market share.
In Table 3, A would appear to be a developing winner and C would be a
potential loser, E is an established winner, F is a cash cow and G is a
loser or a dog.
The strength of the lifecycle matrix is the story it tells about the
distribution of the firm‟s business across the stages of the industry

evolution.
It should be noted that each of the matrix types has its pros and cons.
Thus, there is no need to vehemently insist on the choice of the matrix to
use.

The business unit competition position
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Development

A
B

Growth
D

Competitive
Shake-out

C

F

E

Maturity
Saturation

Table 3:

G

The life – cycle portfolio matrix

Adapted from C.W Hofer: Conceptual construct for formulating corporate
strategies/Boston Harvard case services, 378-754, 1977).

The most important thing is to have a good analytical accuracy and
completeness in describing the firm‟s current portfolio position just for
the purpose of knowing how to manage the portfolio as a whole and get
the best performance from the allocation of the corporate resources.
3.3

Evaluating Corporate Strategy by Using More Probing
Factors

The construction of business portfolio matrixes has been identified as
the step in evaluating diversified forms of current strategic situations.
This is because of the insight and clarity they provide about the overall
character of a firm‟s business build up. However, business portfolio
analysis does not constitute the whole corporate strategy evaluation
process.
A business portfolio matrix offers a snapshot comparison of
different business units and some general prescriptions for the direction
of the business strategy.
But this is too simple a framework on which to base long-term directionsetting, make strategic decision and allocate huge corporate resources. In
the light of this, more probing into the status and prospects of each
business unit in the portfolio is needed to guide corporate strategy

decision.
The needed probing required has been well explained by
Hofer and Schendel (1978). The steps involved include these.
a. Construct
a summary profile of the industry environment and
competitive environment of each business unit.
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Appraise each business unit‟s strength and competitive position
in its industry; understand how each business unit ranks against
its rivals and the key factor for competitive success. This affords
corporate
managers a
basis
for
judging
the
business
chances for real success in its industry.

c.

Identify and compare the specific external opportunities threats
and strategic issues peculiar to each business unit‟s situation.

d.

Determine the total amount of corporate financial support needed
to fund each unit‟s business strategy and what corporate skills

unit‟s

and resources could be deployed to boast the competitive strength

e.

f.

of the various business units.
Compare the relative attractiveness of different businesses in the
corporate portfolio. This includes industry attractiveness/business
strength and a look at how the different business units compare
on various historical and projected performance measures such as
sales profit margins and return on investment.
Check

the

overall

portfolio

to

ascertain

that

the

mix

of

the

businesses are all well balanced, i.e. there are not too many losers
or question marks, not too mature business that can slow down
corporate growth. But there should be enough cash producers to
support the stars and develop winners, too few dependable profit
performances as suggested by Thompson and Strickland (1987).

SELF ASSESSMENT EXERCISE
Explain in detailed the merits of BCG model of strategy evaluation.

4.0

CONCLUSION

BCG method of evaluation is simply classified into a 4-cell matrix.
Critics have said that it is possible to clearly divide businesses into such
sharp cells.
Alternative evaluation techniques have therefore, been
proposed which take into account the subdivisions that are ignored by
BCG. These include the 9-cell GE approach and the life cycle matrix.

5.0

SUMMARY

BCG method of
strategy
evaluation is a
very
popular
acceptable technique. But in spite of this popularity and acceptability,
certain weaknesses have been identified with it. These weaknesses are
addressed by some other techniques which, though not so popular and
common, serve very useful purposes in strategy evaluation. Such
techniques are the lifecycles portfolio and the 9-cell GE approach.
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TUTOR-MARKED ASSIGNMENT

Clearly explain the advantages of a 9 – cell approach and the life cycle
matrix over the BCG 4-cell matrix.

7.0
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Management control ensures the human physical and technological
resources are allocated and utilised to achieve the overall purpose of the

organisation. The feedback control is about monitoring the outputs
desired against outputs achieved. There are many ways of management
control which include feedback, feed forward, bench-marking and
auditing.

Most of these are usually employed by progressive

organisation.

2.0

OBJECTIVES

At the end of this unit, you are expected to understand the following:
the meaning of control
the relationship between
management
control
evaluation
how to go about making corrective adjustment.

3.0

MAIN CONTENT

3.1

Control

and

strategy

Control is a process whereby management ensures that the organisation
is achieving the desired objectives. It is a set of organised (adaptive)
actions directed towards achieving specific goals in the face of
constraints (Wilson and Gilligan, 1997).
The existence of a control
process enables management to know from time to time where the
organisation stands in relation to the organisation‟s goals. This implies
that progress should be observed, measured and redirected if there are
discrepancies between the actual and the desired positions. Control and
planning are complementary and each should logically pre-suppose the
existence of the other. Maciariello (1984) gives the following definition
of management control (MC) and management control system (MCS).
Management control is the process of ensuring that the human, physical
and technological resources are allocated so as to achieve the overall
purposes of
an organisation.
An MCS
attempts to
purpose to the diverse efforts of a multitude of organisation‟s and the
managers towards its objectives and goals.
An MCS consist of a
structure and a process.
However, the interpersonal nature of control within an organisations
needs to be recognised in order to relate to motivation, goal congruence
and the reward system as indicated by Hosted (1968) who states that
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“control within an organisation system is the process by which one
element (person, group, norm, machine or institution) intentionally
affects the action of another elements”.
Strategy is seen as being related to control.

However, it can be treated

separately. This is because it is possible for an enterprise with good
strategies to fail, when the control system is poor and vice versa.
In
general, the better the formulation of a strategy, the greater will be the
number of feasible control alternatives and the easier their
implementation is likely to be, according to Wilson and Gilligan.
Anthony (1988) refers both to the hanks between control and strategic
implementation on one hand and the interaction among the individuals
on the other. He says that “control is used in the sense of assuring
implementation of strategies. The management control functions include
making the plans that are necessary to assure that strategies are
implemented.

Management control is the process by which managers influence other
members of the organisation to implement the organisation‟s strategies.
There are different ways by which an organisation carries out its
management
control.
They
do
this by, feed forward,
budgeting, feedback and bench-marking systems. These methods shall
be considered in brief.

3.1.1

auditing,

Feed Forward Control

This is defined as “a measurement and prediction system which assesses
the system and predicts the out put of the system at some future date”
Bhaskar and Housden (1985).
This differs from a feedback system in
that it seeks to anticipate and thereby to avoid deviations between actual
and desired outcomes.
According to Costing (1982), the components of feed forward control
system are:
a.
An operating process which converts an input to output.
b.
A characteristic of the process which is the subject of the control.
c.
A measurement system which assesses the state
of
the
process
and its input and attempts to predict its output.
d.
A set of standards and or criteria by which the predicted state of
the process can be evaluated.
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e.

A regulator, which compares the predictions of process outputs to
the standards and which takes corrective action where there is

likely to be a deviation.
For the effectiveness of feed forward system, it must be based on a
reasonable predictable relationship between inputs and outputs, i.e. there

must be an adequate degree of understanding of the way in which the
organisation functions.

3.1.2

Audit

This is an approach towards assessing marketing effectiveness Kotler

(1984) offer the view that auditing is the ultimate control measure.

It

evaluates performance in terms of input used, output generated and the

assumptions underlying the marketing strategies used.
possible audits include:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

The ranges of

self audit
audit from across, i.e., by
colleagues in another function
audit from above, by
the manager or
superior company audit
office
company
task-force
audit, i.e. a
team set up specifically
conduct the audit,
outside auditors.

to

It is usually better to have a combination of these methods.

3.1.3

Budgeting

A budget is a quantitative plan of action that aides in the co-ordination
and control of acquisition, allocation and utilisation of resources over a
given period of time. Budgeting is also known as profit planning. It is
the widest ranging control technique. It covers the entire organisation
rather than to a section of it. Typically, budget is compiled on an annual
basis. The time span can however, be broken into half-a-year, quarterly,
monthly
and even weekly.
Regardless of
whether
the
long-term or short-term one, continuous or periodic budget, the
fundamental requirements that should be met include the following:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.

established objectives
top management support and sponsorship
a knowledge of cost behaviour
flexibility
a specific time period
adequate system support
effective organisational structure
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sufficient level of education in budgetary practice.
Feedback Control

Feedback control is about monitoring
of
outputs achieved
desired outputs from time to time and to take whatever corrective action
is necessary if a deviation exist. This is referred to as the feedback
control. The feedback control system is depicted in Fig. 9.

against

The feedback control entails honking outputs with letter elements within
the system. It may be termed close-loop control system.
Feedback control should ensure self-regulation in the face of changing
circumstances once the control system has been designed and installed.
The importance of feedback control is found in homeostasis which
defines the process whereby key variables are maintained in a state of
equilibrium even when there are environmental disturbances.
For
example, if a
company
plans to sell
100,000 strategic management
books, in the next 12 months and by the end of the third month, the
pattern of demand falls to 80,000 books due to the launch by another
company of a good strategic management book which is a competing
book. After another three months, the competitor puts up the price of his
own book while the original company holds its own price constant. By
this technique the demand may increase to 150,000 units. The feedback
signals should ensure
that the company
is
aware
through monthly
reports, may be of the archival sales versus planned sales.
So, the
launch of the strategic management book by a competitor would be

identified as the reason why sales levels were below expectations in the
early period of the first three months.

INPUT PROCESS

OUTPUT

Revise
REGULATOR
Compare

STANDARD
Fig. 9:
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In response to the derivations between actual and desired results
(feedback) an explanation must be found and actions taken to make
corrections.
Such corrective
measures may
include amending
production plans to print fewer (or more) books, allowing inventory
level to fall (or rise) to meet the new demand pattern and modification
of the promotional plans to counter competitive activities. These could
all come from a feedback control system.
However, if the derivations (variances) from the feedback are minor it
may
be
possible
for
the
process
to
absorb
any
modification.
Inventory control system could just be designed to
accommodate such minor variations between the expected and the actual
levels of demand with buffer stocks being prepared for the purpose.

them

without

In the case of extreme situations in which the stock has to change from
100,000 to 80,000 and 150,000 units, the inputs have to be amended
deliberately as soon as the cause of the variations has been identified.
There is usually a cost associated with variance, which tend to be
proportional to the length of time it takes to identify and correct the
variations.
Cushing (1982) suggests some principles for the proper
functioning of a feedback control system which include:
i.

The benefits from the system should be at least as great as the
costs
of
developing, installing
and operating
it.
difficult to specify precisely the benefits (except in situations
such as better customer service, increased efficiency) or the costs
of relating to different system designs, but estimations of these
could be made.

ii.

Variance, once measured should be reported quickly to facilitate
prompt control action.

iii.

Feedback reports should be
simple, easy
to understand
highlight the significant factors requiring managerial attention.

iv.

Feedback
control
systems
should
organisational structure of which they are part.

be

integrated

It

is

and
with

The boundaries of each process are subject to control and should be
within a given manager‟s span of control.

3.1.5

Bench-Marking Control

The
bench-marking
control system is an analytical process
which an enterprise‟s performance can be compared with that of its
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competitors.
It is used by organisations such as Xerox and Ford in
order to be able to evaluate the following:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Identify the key performance measures for each business
function.
Measure one‟s own performance and that of the competitors.
Identify
areas
of competitive advantage
or
disadvantage
comparing performance levels.
Design and implement plans to improve one‟s own performance
on key issues relative to competitors.

Bench-marking is applicable in other functional areas with the potential
to help change the corporate culture, if properly communicated
throughout the organisation. In the case of bench-marking products or
services offered by customers but not by itself, an enterprise‟s senior
manager can gain insights to guide its decisions by keeping abreast of
new developments. In this way, it will be easier to assess how to
respond.
When considering how to take corrective action, it is important to make
an assessment of the probable response of competitors to any action that
might be taken.
This is a vital aspect of strategic behaviour. It is
expected that the identities of the competitors are known (both actual
and potential), and profiled.
The possible responses from them can then
be explored, taking into account conjectures regarding the beliefs that
the competitors have of one‟s own enterprise including its resources,
capabilities and strategies.

3.2

Process of Making Corrective Adjustment

There is no one strategic plan or strategic scheme for implementation
that can foresee all the events and problems that may arise in future.
Adjustment making or “mid-course” corrections are normal and a
necessary part of strategic management.
When there is a need to react or respond to a new condition involving
the strategy or strategy implementation, the process of what to do has to
be evaluated. This evaluation must consider whether the action should
be immediate or whether the time permits a more deliberate response.
In cases where time permits a full-fledged evaluation, strategy managers
prefer a process of solidifying commitment to a response. This approach
includes these:
1.
2.
3.
104
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To encourage subordinates to participate in developing
alternatives and proposing solutions.
To get the reactions of many people to proposed solutions as a
test of their potential and political acceptability.
To seek to build commitment to a response by gradually moving
towards a consensus solutions.

The overriding principle seems to be to make a final decision as late as
possible so as to make as much information to bear as is needed; or let
the situation clarify enough to know what to do or allow the various
political constituencies and power basis within the organisation to move

towards a consensus solution
Corrective adjustment to strategy need not be just reactive.
A proactive
adjustment constitutes a second approach to improving strategy or its
implementation. The distinctive feature of a proactive posture is that
adjusting actions arise out of management‟s own drives and initiatives
for better performance as opposed to forced reactions.
Successful
strategy managers have been known and observed to employ a variety of
proactive tactics.
The key feature of strategic management is that the job of formulating
and implementing a strategy is not one of steering a clear-cut, linear
course of carrying out the original strategy intact according to some

perceived and highly detailed implementation plan. Rather, it is one of
operatively (1) adapting and reshaping strategy to unfolding events (2)
employing analytical-behavioural-political techniques to bring internal

activities and attitudes into alignment with strategy.
The process is
interactive, looping and re-cycling to fine-tune and adjust in a
congruously evolving process where the conceptually separate acts of
strategy
formulation
and
strategy
implementation
blur
and
together.
Corrective active action comes after plan implementation,
performance monitoring and analysis of significant valances.
For
example, how should an enterprise respond to changes in the
environment? Usually, there are many ways. However, Barrett (1986)
points out two opposing
possibilities. The
two approaches are
as
follows:

3.2.1

Deterministic Approach

In this approach, it is felt that the enterprise‟s environment determines
its actions, its strategies and structure. The idea of adaptation to
environmental change is hereby taken to an extreme. It is a known fact
that changes in the environment, either in the form of opportunities or
threats, will result in a competitive strategy.
The implementation of
these changes may bring about changes in the organisation‟s structure.
105
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Strategic Approach

Contrary to the deterministic approach, strategic approach sees the
environment as constraining the enterprise‟s freedom of action rather
than determining the action.
It therefore, concentrates more on the
enterprise‟s strengths and weaknesses and its ability to influence its

environment rather than simply being influences by the environment. A
good example is the strategy of raising barriers to entry which modifies
the environment against the interests of potential competitors.
In these two approaches, management intelligence has a lot of roles to
play by identifying environmental changes as a basis for reactive or
proactive responses.

3.3

Strategy Implementation and Control

The successful implementation of a strategy is not easy. And if
implementation is left to compete with internal pressures of coping with
crises, reacting to competitor‟s action, company policies and personal
career needs, it is most likely to be disrupted.
Plan implementation poses a fundamental dilemma. This is because, to
be effective, forces leading to organisational integration must be
reconciled with forces leading to organisational segmentation (Lawrence
and Lor Sch, 1967). There are two opposing forces. To achieve a
balance therefore, the following have to be considered.
a.
b.
c.

3.4

The messages of the plan should be communicated so that there
will be a proper understanding of the plan.
There should be a clear recognition of what the plan says, so that
the all those who have a role to play in the plan implementation
are aware of their roles.
There should be a consensus about the wisdom of pursuing the
plan in order to secure commitment to its accomplishment.

Strategy Implementation and Information Control

The effectiveness of a manager on his job will depend on how much,
how relevant and how good
his information is, and how
interprets and acts on such information. Usually, the complaint is that
the information is too late, is of the wrong type, unverified or even
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suppressed. So, for information to be of value, it must be clear, detailed,
timely, accurate and complete and must
not contain vague
thrown out by an unplanned system. The information must be explicit.

figures

SELF ASSESSMENT EXERCISE
Differentiate between strategy evaluation and management control
system.

4.0

CONCLUSION

The manager uses both strategy evaluation and control systems to see
that organisational goals are achieved.
Where necessary, they make
corrective adjustment whenever there are indicators to that effect. There
are many approaches or techniques to management control.

5.0

SUMMARY

This unit identifies strategy evaluation and management control as
essential ingredients, and integral parts, of any organisation‟s activity.
Both strategy evaluation and control are complementary. The control
system involves budgeting, auditing, feedback, feed forward and benchmarking control.

6.0

TUTOR-MARKED ASSIGNMENT

Clearly state how strategy evaluation and control can lead to growth and
development of an organisation.

7.0
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This unit addresses the relationship between an organisation‟s culture,
leadership and rewards.
The unit highlights how an organisation‟s
strategy supportive culture can enhance high performance. It is also
important to create a spirit of high performance in the organisation and
to link rewards to the level of performance. Adequate policies are to be
put in place by the leadership to ensure that those who fail to perform
are not unduly punished but are encouraged to come up with bright ideas
next time.

2.0

OBJECTIVES

The objectives are as follows:
to show how organisation‟s culture can affect strategy
implementation
to highlight the importance of leadership in achieving
organisational goals
to show the essence of motivation in an organisational set up
to emphasise
the
significance
of
adequate
performing personnel.

reward

3.0

MAIN CONTENT

3.1

Administrative Components of Strategy Implementation

for

high

Strategy implementation has primarily an administrative focus.
So,
successful strategy implementation depends on the skills of working
through others, organising, motivating, culture building and creating
stronger fits between strategy and how the organisation operates.
Ingrained behaviour does not change just because a new strategy has
been announced. Implementing strategy posses a tougher management
challenge than developing a sound strategy plans as we shall see in this
unit.
The task of generating organization-wide commitment to strategy
implementation and execution has four major components, which are as
follows.
a.

Motivate
and
organise units
and
individuals to
strategic plan and achieve the goals.
b.
Building of a strategy-supportive corporate culture
c. Create a strong result orientation and a spirit of high
performance.
d.
Link the reward structure to actual strategic performance.
We shall discuss these major components one after the other to see how
they affect strategy implementation.
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Motivation of People to Achieve Set Goals

For organisations goals to be achieved there is the need for commitment
to implementing and executing the formulated strategies by the units and
individuals in the organisation.
Commitment on the part of the

individuals can be obtained through motivation, incentives and the
rewarding of any good performance. There are a range of options for
getting people and units to push hard for successful strategy
implementation using the standard reward and punishment mechanisms
such as salary increases, bonuses, stock options, fringe benefits,
promotions, praise, recognition, job control, decision making autonomy,
promise of attractive locational assignment and bonds of group
acceptance.
The aim of motivation is to inspire the employees to do
their best for the organisations and a commitment to make the strategy
work.

Examples of strategy–supportive motivational approach are:
a.
b.

c.

Every employee to get a weekly 10% bonus by coming to work
on time each day of the week.
Employees meet regularly to hear inspirational speeches, using
company song, and chant the corporate litany. There could also
be
inspirational get-together for organisational members.
speeches may be personal and emotional.
Assemblies can be organised on a particular day of the week to
listen to a management talk about the state of the company. San
Diego companies engage in brisk calisthenics on a particular day
of the week and believe that by doing one thing together each
day, it reinforces the unity of the company.

Units and divisions may be given freedom to set their side of the case
which must be critically weighted.

For instance, when a strategy

implementations use of rewards and punishment induces too much
tension, anxiety and job insecurity, the result can be counter productive.
However, it is not useful to completely eliminate tension and pressure
for performance from the strategy implementation process. A high
performing organisation will need a cadre of ambitious people who
cherish the opportunity of climbing to the top of the ladder of success,
who thrives in performance-oriented environment and who find some
degree of competition and pressure useful to satisfy their own drives for
personal recognition, career advancement, self satisfaction and
accomplishment.
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The generally accepted view is that a manager‟s push for strategy
implementation should involve more of positive than negative
motivational
elements.
The
more
a
manager
motivates subordinates and the more that motivational incentives are
relied on to implement and execute strategy, the greater will be the
employees‟ commitment to carrying out the strategic plan.

3.3

understands

what

Building a Strategy-Supportive Culture

Every well established organisation has a unique culture. This means
that it
has a
special history
of
management;
set ways
problems, conducting day-to-day organisational affairs, its managerial
styles; it has its own patterns of “this is the way we do thing here”.
It
has its own legends and heroes, its own stories and experiences of how
changes have been instituted.

of

solving

An organisation‟s culture is therefore, very important in strategy
implementation it is as fundamental as implementing and executing the
chosen strategic plan which may involve moving the whole
organisational culture into alignment with strategy. Optimally, the
organisation‟s culture should be in tune with strategy so that the
execution of the strategic plan can be truly powerful and successful.
The corporate culture may be the philosophy, attitude, belief and shared
values upon and around which the organisation operates. It may be
difficult to pin it down in any company‟s activities or accurately
characterise it.
They manifest in people‟s attitude and feelings.
The
stories they tell the vibrations and gist that emanate from the work
environment. People are usually proud to share and identify with the
success stories and traditions and values of the organisations.
culture of a company can be shaped by these:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.

A belief in being the best
A belief in superior quality of product or service
A belief in the importance of individuals and a faith in their
ability to make strong positive contribution to the company
A belief in the importance of details of execution and the knittygritty of doing the job well.
A belief in the saying that customers should reign supreme
A belief in the importance of informality during communication
A recognition that growth and profit are
importance
company‟s well.

In companies where these are strong culture, every employee must abide
by it or opt out and leave the company. Such companies are clear on
111
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what they stand for, that take serious the process of shaping values and
reinforcing their cultural norms.

3.4

Fitting of Strategy and Culture

Usually, the strategy manager has the responsibility of ensuring that the
strategy chosen can be executed within the given constraints imposed by

the organisation culture. So, it is the manager‟s leadership task to bring
the chosen strategy into alignment with the corporate culture.
In creating a “fit” between strategy and culture, the management has to

consider the problem of needed changes and how long will it take to
effect the changes once started, to complete it and then bear the required
fruits.
Normally, managerial actions taken to modify corporate culture should
be symbolic and substantive. The manager has to consult widely and
convince the organisation that more than cosmetics is involved. There
should be a competent team which is psychologically committed to
superior strategy execution.

3.5

Creating a High Spirit of Performance

One of the most valuable strategy implementing skills is the ability to
instill high level of commitment to strategic success and to create an
atmosphere where there is constructive pressure to perform. When an
organisation consistently performs well (near its peak), the outcome is
improved strategic success. It becomes organisation with a climate of
excellence where emphasis is on achievement. So, a spirit of high
performance pervades.
Such an organisation should strive hard to
develop on a consistent ability to produce results over prolonged periods
of time. It must utilise the full range of rewards and punishment to
establish and enforce high standard of performance.
Normally, a number of performance measures are put in place at every
level. These may include profitability at the corporate level as well as
market share growth rates, sales, competitive positions and prospects.
In manufacturing, it may focus on unit manufacturing costs, quality
control, the number of work stoppages and equipment breakdown.
However, the success story of creating a spirit of high performance has
been on “intense focus on people”. The goal is to get everything in the
organisation involved and emotionally committed. It should involve a
tough-minded respect for individual employee, a willingness to train
each of them, setting a
clear performance
expectation,
enough autonomy to each employee to stand out, excel and contribute.
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An important aspect of the organisation‟s culture is making champions
out of the people who turn in winning performances.
The spirit of high performance results from a combination of factors, not
just a belief or philosophy or programme of the company.
It
encompasses factors such as words, network of
practices symbols,
styles, values and policies pulled together to form a
system that
produced an ability
to achieve
extraordinary
results with ordinary
people. The drivers of the system believe in the worth of the individual
and pay attention to minute details with an effort to do teeny-tiny things
right.
There is a negative aspect of the high spirit performance. Managers
whose units consistently perform poor should be removed or re-assigned
for their own good. People who find themselves on the job they cannot
handle are unhappy. Beside, subordinates have the right to be managed
with competence, dedication and achievement.
Unless their boss
performs well, they themselves cannot perform well.

3.6

Linking Rewards to Performance

If strategy accomplishment is a top priority in an organisation, then
reward structure must be linked explicitly and tightly to actual strategic
performance decision on matters such as salary increases, promotion,
and who gets which key assignment. The ways and means of awarding
praise and recognition are the strategy implementers‟ foremost attention
getting, commitment generating devices.
The way an individual is perceived to be doing a good job and such
matters hardly escape the notices of scrutiny of every member of an
organisation.
Creating a tight between strategy and reward structure is best
accomplished by a natural agreement on strategic objectives,
responsibility fixing and deadlines for achieving them, and then treating
such achievement as contract.
Then the contract for strategic
performance should be the real basis for designing incentives, evaluating
individual efforts and handing out rewards. All managers must
understand clearly how rewards are calculated.
3.7

Internal

Administrative

Support

for

Strategy

Implementation
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Another central task of strategy implementation concerns installing
internal administrative support system which can fit into the needs of the
strategy. A few of the re-occurring administrative issues are: (a) the kind
of strategy facilitating policies and procedures to establish (b) getting
the right strategy critical information at the appropriate time, (c) the

“controls” that are needed to keep company on its strategic course.

3.8

The Role of Strategy-Related Policies and Procedures

Strategic change means changes in the way internal activities are

conducted and administered.
Asking people to alter their actions and
practices always upset
the internal order of things.
There
be
pockets of resistance. The new and revised policies should facilitate for
any
part of the organisation to resist or
reject the chosen
Policies help to enforce strategy implementation in a number of ways
including:

will
strategy.

a.
They
act as a
lever for
institutionalising
strategy–
supportive
practices and operating procedures.
b.
They place limit on independent action and set boundaries on the
kinds and direction of action that can be taken.
c.
They act to align actions and behaviours with strategy throughout
the organisation.
d.
They help to shape the character of the internal work climate and
to translate the company‟s philosophy to how things are done.
e.

They operationalise the corporate philosophy, thereby playing a
key role in establishing a fit between corporate culture and
strategy.

Managers need to be inventive in strategy implementation when
establishing supportive polices. For example, IBM‟s policy of trying to
offer the best service of any company in the world is its competitive
strategy and corporate philosophy.
However, too much policy can be as stifling as a wrong policy or as
chaotic as no policy at all. Sometimes, the best policy for implementing
strategy is a willingness to let the subordinates “do it any time they want
if it makes sense and works”.
In order to stay on top of how well strategy implementation is going, a
manager must develop a broad network of controls and sources of
information both formal and informal.
The regular channels could in
talking with key subordinates, reading written reports, getting feedbacks
from customers, watching competitive rival firms‟ reactions, tapping
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into the flow of gossip through the grapevine, listening to the minds of
the rank and file employees and first hand observations.
There is a need for strategy managers to guard against major suppressors
by making sure that they have accurate information and a “feel” of the
existing situation. One major way of doing this is by regular visit “to
the field” and talking with different people at many different levels.

3.9

Exerting Strategic Leadership

There is a litany of good strategic management which is very simple,

that is to say “formulate a sound strategic plan, implement it, execute to
the fullest”. Obviously, this is easier said than done.
Exerting , “taking charge” leadership, being a “spark plug”, “ram
rodding” being one of the “movers and shakers” in the organisation and
getting things done by coaching others to do it are not easy skills.
Moreso, a strategy manager has different leadership roles to play such as
chief entrepreneur, chief administrator, crises solver, taskmaster, figure
head, spokesperson, resources allocator, negotiator, motivator, adviser,
policy maker, consensus builder and role model. Sometimes, a leader
should be authoritarian and hardnosed and at other times be a perceptive
listener and a compromising decision maker. In some occasions, the
leader plays a highly visible role with extensive time commitment. At
other times, there should just be a brief ceremonial performance with
most details delegated to subordinates.
Generally, the major challenges to the strategic leadership are that of
diagnosing situations, at hand and choosing any of the several ways to
handle it.
SELF ASSESSMENT EXERCISE
Carefully examine the role of leadership in strategy implementation.

4.0

CONCLUSION

As part of strategy implementation, leadership quality is very important.
The leader must use his skills, powers and resources to motivate
employees, build strategy-supportive culture, create a high spirit of
performance, adequately reward high performance and also encourage
low performers but not rebuke them.

5.0

SUMMARY
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The essential parts of strategy implementation in this unit are related to
the company‟s culture, leadership and rewards. These aspects are in
connection with personnel motivation, building of a strategy–supportive
culture, a spirit of high performance and adequate rewards for excellent
work done.

6.0

TUTOR-MARKED ASSIGNMENT

State very clearly how the leadership of an organisation can generate an
organisations-wide commitment to strategy implementation and
execution.

7.0
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

3.1
3.2

The strategic manager has as its responsibility the formulation and
implementation of strategies.
However, the success of the strategy
depends, to a large extent, on the working environment. A flexible,
responsive and innovative internal environment is crucial to the job of
the strategy manager. This goes along with quality of the leadership in
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the organisation. The leadership of the organisation should take
cognisance of the internal company politics.
The manager should be
able to identify key individuals and coalition of groups in the company

so as to be also to diffuse tensions before the leadership is challenged.

2.0

OBJECTIVES

At the end of the unit, you should be able to:
know the importance of company flexibility, responsiveness and
innovation
explain the key roles of high leadership quality
understand
the
importance
of
rewards
to
development of a business organisation
understand the organisational politics and the dangers inherit in
politics if not careful handled.

the

3.0

MAIN CONTENT

3.1

Response and Innovation in Strategy Implementation

growth

Formulation and implementation of strategy are very much the
responsibilities of the strategy manager.
The task of generating fresh

ideas, identifying new opportunities can, certainly, not be accomplished
by a single individual. One of the most difficult tasks of the strategic
leadership is generating dependable and workable fresh ideas from the
rank and file, managers and employees alike, and to also promote an
entrepreneurial, opportunistic spirit that permits consistent adaptation to
changing conditions.
Certainly, a flexible, responsive and innovative internal environment is
tactical in fast-moving high technology industries, in businesses where
products have short life cycles and growth depends on new product
innovation, in managing widely diversified business portfolios, in
industries where
successful product differentiation is a
factor, and in business where the strategy for being low-cost producer
hinges on productivity improvement and continuous cost reduction.

key

A useful leadership technique is to make extra efforts and pay special
attention to nourish and support people who are willing to champion
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new ideas, innovations, better services, new products and who are eager
for a chance to try to turn their ideas into new divisions, new businesses
and

even

new

industries.

The

presence

champion is essential to any growing business.

of

a

zealous,

volunteer

This is closely followed

by market potential and project economy in that order. Usually, the rule

is that the idea of something new or something better either finds a
champion or it dies. The champion however, is usually persistent,
competitive, tenacious, committed and even more than a
bit fanatic
about the idea and seeing it through to success,

For an organisation to

maintain a history of successes, an individual or group has to be
encouraged to put forward ideas.
People‟s imaginations need to be
encouraged to “fly
in all
directions”. Freedom to experiment
informal brainstorming sessions need to be a welcome behaviour.

and

It is pertinent to note that people with creative ideas and innovations
must not be looked upon as disruptive, trouble some or mischief makers.
A good manager should be able to promote trials and be willing to
tolerate mistakes and failures.
Most ideas may not work well, but a
good try results in learning even if the idea fails. A strategic manager
should demonstrate willingness to use all
forms of
ad-hoc
organisational forms such as task forces and venture teams to support
ideas.
It is also essential that the strategic manager ensures that rewards for a
successful champion are large and visible. Also, people who champion
an unsuccessful idea should be encouraged to try again rather than being
punished or sidelined.

3.2

Company Politics

In formulating and implementing strategies for any organisation, politics
of the company must be considered. In fact, it would naïve of any
strategy manager to presume that he can effectively formulate and
implement strategies without being perceptive about the organisation‟s
politics
and
being
adept
at
the
political
maneuverings
in
the
organisation.
Normally, in an organisation, key individuals and groups form coalitions
around the direction the organisation should go on a particular issue or
issues. Each group may be pressing for the benefits and potentials of its
own ideas and vested interests. So issues such as the political objectives
that will take precedence and the lines of business portfolio that will be
given priority in resources allocation are usually political. However,
internal politics should be seen as a factor in building a consensus for
the alternative business strategy to employ and also in settling the role
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and contribution of each functional area in supporting the business
strategy.
In strategy implementation, politics plays a vital role. Internal political
considerations come in when critical decisions are made and certainly
affects the organisational structure, For instance, political considerations
set in when decisions are taken on issues such as the areas of
responsibility to be reorganised, who heads what unit, who reports to
who and who is in control of what resources. Politics are also involved
when considering the choice of individuals to fill key positions in the
organisation, and which unit of the organisation should be allocated the
biggest sources. In many instances, politics considerations lead to the
formation of alliances in the organisation.
Alliances are integral part of building an organization-wide support for
strategic plan and in gaining consensus on the various mechanics and
dynamics of strategy implementation. Essentially, the manager should
have astute political skills which are an asset that can help in
orchestrating the strategic process.
An essential ingredient of the company politics is for the strategic
manager to be able to understand how the organisation‟s power structure
works. The
manager should be
able to identify
those
enormous power and influence within the organisation and the executive
ranks. He should know the groups that are “activists” or “unionists” and
the ones that are defenders of the “status quo” and who can help when
there is confrontation or a “show down” on key decisions affecting the
organisation. He should constantly monitor the direction in which the
political winds are blowing on any particular issue.
When major
decisions are to be made, strategy managers have to be sensitive to the
politics of managing coalitions and reaching some consensus on the
appropriate way to go.
Sir
Alastair
Pilkington,
chairman
of
captures this situation very well when he asserted that:

Pilkington

who

Brothers

I have never taken a major decision without consulting my
colleagues. It would be unimaginable. First, they help me
make a better decision in most cases; secondly, if they know
about it and agree with it, they will back it, otherwise, they
challenge it not openly, but subconsciously.
The strategic politics mainly concerns stimulation of options, nurturing
of support for good proposals and killing of the weak ones, then guiding
the formation of coalitions on particular issues and trying to achieve
consensus and commitment.
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Thompson Strickland (1997) studied the political tactics that were
adopted in nine organisations and came up with the following:
a. Weakly-supported ideas and proposal are allowed to die through
inaction.
b.
Additional hurdles or tests are established for strongly supported
ideas which the manager considers unacceptable but which are
best not supported openly.
c. Keeping a low
political profile on unacceptable proposals by
getting subordinate managers to say no.
d.
Allowing most negative decisions come from a group consensus
that the manager merely confirms thereby reserving ones own
personal vetoes for big issues and crucial moments.
e.
Leading the strategy but not dictating it, i.e. giving few orders,
announcing few decisions, seeking to probe and clarify until a
consensus emerges.
f.
Staying alert to the impact of one‟s actions and statements, lest a
false signal stimulates
proposals and movements in unsalted
directions.
g.
Ensuring that all major power bases in the organisation have
representation in or access to top management.
h.
Injecting new faces and new views into consideration of major
changes, to preclude
those who are
primarily
involved from
coming
to see
the world the same way
and then acting
as
i.
systematic screens against other views.
Minimising one‟s own political exposure on issues which are
highly controversial and in circumstances where opposition from
major centre can trigger a “shootout”.
The politics of strategy implementation is very crucial when an attempt
is made to introduce a new strategy against the support enjoyed by the

old strategy except in crisis situation when it is shown that the old
strategy is out-of-date.
It is a bad politics to push the new strategy via attacks on the old
strategy
which can be
misconstrued as an attack on those who
formulated it.
Besides, the old strategy might have suited the
organisation as at that time and some of the people who made the
judgment can still
be
in a
position where
the support for
the
new
strategy is required and crucial.
To bring the full forces of an organisation behind a strategic plan calls
for dealing with the most important centres of potential support and
opposition to the new strategic thrusts. The supports of the key people
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are required while serious oppositions are neutralised where and when
necessary.
SELF ASSESSMENT EXERCISE
Briefly discuss the interactive effect of innovative and responsive
leadership in strategy implementation.

4.0

CONCLUSION

A difficult task of strategic leadership is operating fresh ideas
continuously and to promote a team spirit in the organisation.
The
leader needs to create
an internal
environment that
responsive, innovative and conducive to business growth.

is

flexible,

The leadership needs to understand the organisation power structure to
be able to neutralise a coalition of individuals or group that are resistant
to organisation‟s policy.

5.0

SUMMARY

The action list for implementing strategy is expansive. Virtually every
aspect of administrative work comes into play. The key aspects are as
follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

6.0

Building
a
capable organisation by
choosing
an appropriate
structure, establishing a destructive competence and selecting
people for key positions.
Formulating
strategy-supportive
budget
allocation
and
programmes.
Galvanising commitment to strategy execution via creative use of
reward systems and recognition of high performers.
Devising
policies, information
and
reporting
networks
and
internal support systems to facilitate strategy execution.
Building a strategy-supportive culture and work climate.
Aligning and co-ordinating internal organisation‟s processes to fit
the requirements of strategy.

TUTOR-MARKED ASSIGNMENT
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Enumerate the
significance of internal politics on
implementation in a named organisation.

7.0

strategy
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INTRODUCTION

This unit deals with the strategic information system. In recent times,
the principles of strategic management are being applied to manage
information system delivery. A little aspect of this application system is
enumerated
in
this
unit.
Details
of
the
information system (SMIS) are not given in this unit as the process is
still being fine-tuned by various researchers.

2.0

OBJECTIVES

At the end of the unit, you are expected to:
understand that strategic management
is applicable
to
management information system (MIS)
distinguish between MIS, SMIS and IS
bring out clearly the role of strategy planning for information
system
explain the “tool kit” involved in information systems strategic
planning.

3.0

MAIN CONTENT

3.1

Management Information System

There are many definitions of management information system (MIS)
just as there are many definitions of strategic management. However,
one of the most recent definitions was given by Wolsten Holme et al.
(1993) who defined MIS as including everything which deals with the
computer assisted flow and presentation of information.

3.2

Strategic Management Information System (SMIS)

This term represents only a subset of the total management information
system (MIS) portfolio. It is the set that is considered critical to the
future or current business competitiveness and the survival of the
particular organisation. The term is relative rather than absolute.

3.3

Strategic Planning for Information Systems

In spite of the history of neglected planning, information system (IS)
needs effective strategic planning, and perhaps more than other than
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functional areas. Planning and implementing an appropriate IS strategy
produces that organisational confidence that will cost-effectively deliver
these strategic systems.
The surveys of the 1980s consistently a place improved IS strategic
planning first on any list of concerns for both user and IS management.

Strategic planning results in a strategic plan and like any other plan or
strategy, once identified and documented, needs receiving as part of an
ongoing planning process. Until an update is made, it is the focal point
or all implementation decisions.
The
purpose
of strategy
planning
for
IS
is to identify
the
most
appropriate targets for technological support and to schedule that
technology
for
adoption.
To a
large
extent,
the strategy
planning
process must establish appropriate levels of shared commitments since

such plan is intended to shape decision on future IS. The process is not
just to decide on issues visible now; such a focus would more
conventionally be called an operating plan.

3.4

Information System Strategic Planning “Tool Kit”

Usually, the discussion on a range of tools that might contribute to an IS
planning “tool kit” are often lengthy. However, attempts will be made
to list the important aspects as these are very much related to the tools
discussed on the general business management strategies in units 1 to 15
of this course. These “tool kit” have been put into a checklist to shorten
the unit and facilitate quicker understanding.
Strengths Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats (SWOT) analysis
forms a conventional and an essential tool in any strategic planning
approach.
SWOT has as its strength, the fact that it is very familiar and
its purpose and categories are well known. It is also considered both as
external and internal factors and when properly used can balance the
two. SWOT analysis in IS includes the following:
a.
Approach to Information System (IS)
b.
Use of IS
c.
Delivery of IS
d.
Data management
e. Technical skills.
Therefore, the SWOT analysis is a reminder of the need for balance and
attempts to

judge

the

options

available.

Therefore,

having become

aware of the potential effect of Information System, we can use SWOT
to weight up the risks involved.
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Th reat Op portu nity S itua tio nIS f aces

Evaluation of Information System Capability
Attack

Beware

“go for it”

“do don‟t do it”

Explore

Project

“if have time ”

“watch yourself”

Fig. 4: Possible Responses on Basis of SWOT Analysis

Business Opportunities Offered by Information System

3.5

Books have been written on the opportunities that result from the impact
of Information System on industries and business. These opportunities
have been categorized as follows:

(iii)

Ma rk et P lac e

b.

Where the opportunity is to use technology-based system to make
more effective the integrative use of information in the
organisation‟s value adding process.
Where the opportunity is for an organisation to develop, produce,
market and either deliver new or enhanced products or services
based on information.
Where the opportunity is to provide executive management with
information to support the development and implementation of
strategies (Robson, 1997).

ions (Interna l)Appr oache s t o

a.

Improve ways of
interacting with the
competitive market
place.
Improve ways of
managing internal
operations
Improve
traditional
ways

Alter ways of
competing

Alter ways of
operation
Alter
traditions
ways
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Table 5:
Four
potential business
(adopted from Benjamin et al, 1984)

3.6

impacts

of

Information System

Strategic Importance of Current Information System

Derived from BCG Matrix, is the Strategic Importance Matrix from Mc
Farlan and Mckenny (1983).
The IS –Specific Matrix offered by MC
Falan and Mckenny is shown in Table 6. It separates business by virtue
of the different degree to which IS/IT developments will create
competitive edge.
High
strategic

Turnaround

Strategic

Support

Factory

importance
of planned
IS
Low

Table 6:

3.7
A
and

Strategic importance of current IS

Competitive Position
number

of

techniques

exists

which

support

assessment of the organisation‟s competitive position from an IS
perspective.
This set of tools is dominated by the work of Michael

Porter on the nature, structure and responses to competition.
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Gregory Partsons (1983) agrees that the strategic importance of IS could
be
assessed
using
the
frameworks defined by
Porter‟s work on
nature of competition. On this five forces model was adopted by Porter
individual organisation rather than at the industry level.
This relative
power of
the five forces models was adopted by
Porter
and Miller
(1985) which operates at the level of an individual organisation rather
than the industry level.

the

This model can be used to assess whether IS can influence the relative
power of the
five forces and to question what IS opportunities relate to
those significant forces including opportunities that exist to alter the
relative power of forces. A good IS strategy would enable the
organisation to erect a barrier against potential new entrants and change
the balance of power in supplier relationships in favour of the firm.
The classis five-force model of industry competitive provides a multipurpose model which can be used to assess any given industry which
can be three major things.
a. The current
situation
b.
The opportunities
c.
The threat.

Can IS change barriers
to entry

Can IS change
balance of power
with suppliers

Can IS change the
basis of
competition

Can IS change the
basis of
competition

Can IS generate new
products or services

Fig. 10:

P(1o9r8t0er)scofipvye rfoigrhcet.s Model and IS Adapter from Michael E Porter

Since these forces determine profitability, by defining the element that
created the degree of return on investment, they provide a way of
structuring
general questions that can be
asked about

the
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does/can play
in the
organisation.
Once
the relative
the
fire-force power is determined, it is possible to analyse the opportunities
to us IS.

3.8

power

of

Internal Position

There are many IS strategy planning techniques that model or assess
aspects of the internal operations of the organisation, including its IS
management process.
One is of the IS strategy tools.
Generic IS
strategy, which includes general planning, leading edge, free market,
monopoly, scare resource and necessary evil (Robson, 1997).
SELF ASSESSMENT EXERCISE
1.
2.

4.0

Clearly distinguish between IS, MIS and SMIS.
Of
what importance
is strategic management
system (IS) and information technology (IT)?

to

information

CONCLUSION

This unit demonstrates the significance of strategic management and
strategic planning in management information systems.
The information systems strategic planning “Tool Kit” in use are
explained. The various business opportunities by IS impact are equally
discussed.
This is
supported by
Porter‟s
five-force
IS
opportunities.

5.0

SUMMARY

Strategy management is quite relevant in today‟s MIS, IS, IT/ICT. An
important aspect of strategic management in this respect is the strategic
planning for information system. Various models have been proposed
to buttress this fact. The Porter‟s five-force model is explained in this
unit.

6.0

TUTOR-MARKED ASSIGNMENT

Carefully explain Porter‟s five-force model in relation to strategic
planning for information system.

7.0

REFERENCES/FURTHER READINGS

model
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